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Abstract
 
THE EFFECT OF A PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM ON THE
 
FAILURE RATE OF FIXED MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
 
Edward st. Pierre
 
The premature failure rate of certain types of 
fixed mechanical equipment, such as air handling units and 
pumps, in the Sheboygan Area School District was unacceptab­
ly high. This contributed to inflated maintenance and 
repair costs. The researcher developed, implemented and 
evaluated the effect of a preventive maintenance (PM) pro­
gram on the failure rate of such equipment. 
A quasiexperimental, nonequivalent control group 
research design was used in which the independent variable 
(IV) was PM and the dependent variable (DV) was the failure 
rate of fixed mechanical equipment. During the experimental 
period, November 25, 1985, to February 25, 1986, PM proce­
dures were applied to the fixed mechanical equipment in four 
school buildings. Four other buildings, sel ected as con­
troIs, did not receive PM. The number of failures of equip­
ment included in the PM program was determined for each of 
the test and control buildings. Cost data was also main­
-~ - .~.. ., 
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tained for both PM work and all other repair work. Pretest 
failures were obtained from an ex post facto examination of 
maintenance records for the period from November 26, 1984, 
to February 26, 1985. This time period was used because it 
corresponded to the test period, and operating demands on 
the equipment were similar. Failure rates were calculated 
as the percentage of equipment included in the program which 
failed, compared to the total amount of equipment included 
in the program. 
Although the quantitative figures regarding the 
effects of the PM program on the fail ure rate of fixed me­
chanical equipment did not clearly show the benefits of such 
a system, the observations of the researcher and the other 
program participants tended to support the premise that a PM 
program was a necessary and valuable part of a well managed 
school maintenance ope rati on. The researcher, therefore, 
recommended that the PM program be incorporated with the 
routine responsibilities of the department of buildings and 
grounds • 
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CHAPl'ER I
 
Problem statement and Methodology
 
Purpose and Title of Project
 
Purpose 
The premature failure rate of certain types of fixed 
mechanical equipment, such as air handling units and pumps, 
in the Sheboygan Area School District (SASD) was unaccept­
ably high. This contributed to inflated maintenance and 
repair costs and limited the ability of district personnel 
to plan for and control these costs. Additionally, planned 
work schedules of maintenance department employees frequent­
ly had to be interrupted to make emergency repairs on failed 
equipment. The researcher developed, implemented and 
evaluated the effect of a preventive maintenance (PM) pro­
gram on the failure rate of such equipment. 
Title 
The t i tl e of the pr oj ect was "The Effect of a Pre­
ventive Maintenance Program on the Failure Rate of Fixed 
Mechanical Equipment." 
1 
2 
Problem statement 
statement of the Problem 
The Sheboygan Area School District contained a total of 
ove r 382 pieces of fixed mechanical equipment distr ibuted 
among twenty separate buildings. The researcher def ined 
fixed mechanical equipment as any unit permanently mounted 
or attached to a building and the function of which was to 
perform mechanical work. This included heating, ventilating 
and air conditioning equipment, electric motors, pumps and 
air compressors. It did not include components of the 
building structure, boilers, pI umbing fixtures or movable 
machinery. 
During the period from JUly 1, 1984, to June 30, 1985, 
the SASD experienced 206 failures of fixed mechanical equip­
ment. Based upon an examination of the District's 
maintenance records, the researcher estimated that thirty­
five of these breakdowns were avoidable through properly 
designed and implemented preventive maintenance procedures. 
The avoidable fail ures cost the distr ict 161 manhours of 
maintenance department labor and $2,678.74 for repair 
materials and contracted services. (See Appendix A for ex­
amples of typical failures.) 
3 
Background Information 
The SASD was comprised of twenty separate buildings 
containing a total of 1, 670,828 square feet of space on 
property totaling 316.76 acres. Incl uded were two high 
schools, three middle schools, twelve elementary schools, 
one administration building, one school leased to others and 
one unoccupied school building. 
The 01 dest of the school s was Longfellow Elementary, 
built in 1890., and the newest was Pigeon River Elementary, 
built in 1981. The two hi gh school s, which contained 30 
percent of the district's total floor space, were completed 
in 1960 and 1961. Most of the buildings had additions con­
structed, or underwent renova tion, at some point in thei r 
history. 
Because the buildings were constructed over a time span 
of ninety-five years, they showed a great diversity of 
architectural styles, engineering concepts, and technologi­
cal states. Most of these buildings predated the energy 
crisis of the seventies and were, therefore, not designed 
for efficient energy use. However, as Basil Castaldi stated 
in Educational Facilities Planning, Modernization, and Man­
agement, "with a plentiful supply of inexpensive energy, 
this design posed no significant problems. "1 In particular, 
those buildings constructed during the 1960's had excessive­
~ ~ '.\ 
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ly large, complex and wasteful heating and ventilating sys­
tems. For example, Horace Mann Middle School with 174,517 
square feet, completed in 1969, contained seventeen heating 
and ventilating units with motors exceeding one-horsepower. 
In comparison, Urban Middle School, with 146,856 square feet 
constructed in 1936 and 10,000 square feet added in 1982, 
contained only eight such units. Except for routine 
1ubr ica tion of this equipment by the buildings I custodial 
staffs, no maintenance was generally performed until a prob­
lem was encountered. During the period from JUly 1, 1984, 
through June 30, 1985, 206 equipment failures occurred. 
Repairs cost the SASD 1,027.5 manhours of maintenance de­
partment labor and $11,064.56 for materials and contracted 
services. 
The diversity of the buildings and the equipment they 
contained compounded the distr ict I s maintenance problems. 
Numerous manufacturers were represented, and some, such as 
Domestic Pump, Incorporated, were no longer in business. 
Much of the equipment was obsolete and repair parts were, 
therefore, unavailable. This made replacement, rather than 
repair, a frequent necessity. In addition, as time passed, 
maintenance and repair manuals were often lost or misplaced. 
Such loss made the establishment of regUlar maintenance pro­
cedures difficult, and neglect was common. 
5 
Need for the Project 
The SASD Board of Education, during budget hearings in 
1985, emphasized the need to reduce waste and curtail rising 
costs. The maintenance budget was $836,021.79 for fiscal 
1984-1985 and $875,294.17 for fiscal 1985-1986. 2 Adjusted 
for an annual inflation rate of 3.6 percent, the 1985-1986 
budget represented a real increase of only 1.1 percent. 3 It 
was essential tha t a method be developed to control such 
costs. The PM program, through the application of routine 
maintenance procedures recommended by the equipment manufac­
turers to prolong equipment life, reduced the failure rate 
of fixed mechanical equipment in the SASD, and this reduced 
maintenance costs and allowed better planning and control. 
The reduced equipment failure rate also reduced the 
number of emergency or unscheduled repairs made by the Dis­
trict's maintenance personnel. Work schedules of these per­
sonnel could be better planned which, in turn, was necessary 
for implementation of the PM program. In addition, 
downtime, the time that equipment was shut off for 
maintenance or repair, was generally unscheduled prior to 
implementation of the PM program and resulted from unplanned 
breakdowns. Such failures caused numerous complaints about 
the performance of the maintenance department. The PM pro­
",.: .. -:,: 
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gram reduced unscheduled downtime, and, although records 
were not available, the number of complaints appeared to 
decrease. 
Project Location and Duration 
Location 
The preventive maintenance program was implemented in 
the Sheboygan Area School District. The SASD was a complex 
of twenty buildings containing 1,670,828 square feet. Geog­
raphically the distr ict occupied an area of sixty square 
miles in· eastern Sheboygan County, Wisconsin, and a portion 
of Manitowoc County north of Sheboygan. 
Duration 
Development of the PM program began in August, 1985. 
The project ended in April, 1986. 
Objectives 
Developmental Objective 11 
By October 4, 1985, the researcher determined the an­
nual resources in manpower and material which would be allo­
cated to the preventive maintenance program. 
1.	 Implementation Activities 
a.	 Maintenance records for the preceeding year 
were reviewed to determine which equipment 
7 
failures might have been avoided through pre­
ventive maintenance procedures. 
b.	 Total manhours and material costs for prevent­
able equipment failures were calculated. 
c.	 Manpower and material resources to be devoted 
to the preventive maintenance program were 
derived from the totals for preventable equip­
ment failures. 
d.	 Lists of equipment to be incl uded in the PM 
program, consistent with the resources avail­
able, were derived. 
2.	 Ev idence of Completion - A budget of manhours and 
material resources was available for the admin­
istration of the preventive maintenance program. 
Developmental Objective 12 
By November 22, 1985, the researcher had trained the 
maintenance department staff in the procedures which would 
be used in the PM program. 
1.	 Implementation Activities 
a.	 An outline of PM goals, objectives and proce­
dures was written. 
b.	 A training session was held with the main­
tenance department staff to review PM goals, 
objectives and procedures. 
8 
2. Evidence of Completion - An agenda and PM program 
outl ine was available for the staff training ses­
sion. (Appendix B) 
Developmental Objective 13 
By November 25, 1985, the researcher completed, and was 
ready to implement, the preventive maintenance program. 
1.	 Implementation Activities 
a.	 An inventory of all equipment to be incl uded 
in the plan was performed. 
b.	 In so far as possible, manufacturers' service 
manuals were obtained for all equipment. 
c.	 Based upon manufacturers' recommendations, 
service procedures and intervals were estab­
lished for each piece of equipment. 
d.	 A master service form was designed and com­
pleted for each piece of equipment. 
e.	 Service files, containing the master service 
forms were established for each piece of 
equipment. 
f.	 A calendar file was developed to schedule 
maintenance according to manufacturers' recom­
mended service intervals. 
2.	 Evidence of Completion - A service file containing 
a master service form for each piece of equipment, 
9 
and a calendar file for scheduling maintenance ac­
cording to manufacturers' recommended intervals, 
was available for implementation of the preventive 
maintenance program. 
Evaluation Objective il; 
The rate of premature failure of fixed mechanical 
equipment in the Sheboygan Area School Distr ict was 
reduced by 15 percent, as based upon a comparison of 
maintenance records prior to and following implementa­
tion of the preventive maintenance program. 
Evaluation Objective #2; 
The cost for maintenance materials in the Sheboygan 
Area School Di st r i ct was reduced by 20 percent, as 
based upon a comparison of maintenance costs prior to 
and following implementation of the preventive 
maintenance program. 
Evaluation Methodology 
Target Population and Sampling Methodology Used 
The target population was the fixed mechanical equip­
ment of the SASD which was distributed among twenty separate 
buildings. Fi xed mechanical equipment was def ined as any 
unit permanently mounted or attached to a building and the 
~ . 
'.' 
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function of which was to perform mechanical work. Such 
equipment included heating, ventilating and air conditioning 
equipment, electr ic motors, pumps and air compressors but 
did not include components of the building structure, 
boilers, plumbing fixtures or movable machinery. 
A compl ete census or inventory of all equipment was 
conducted for each builing. In so far as possible, this was 
done through an examination of the records, such as building 
plans, of the SASD department of buildings and grounds. 
When necessary, this process was supplemented by field exam­
ination of actual equipment. The researcher carried out 
this step with assistance from the supervisor of main­
tenance, the office clerical staff and the building head 
custodians. 
The researcher recognized at the start of the project 
that it was not possible to include all of the distr ict' s 
equipment in the PM program. Due to limitations on the 
available resources in manpower and material, the researcher 
decided that only equipment critical to the operation of the 
SASD, such as emergency power generators, or with potential­
ly high replacement or repair costs, such as electric motors 
exceeding one-horsepower, would be included in the program. 
The researcher selected equipment which fit into these two 
categories from the complete inventories • Evaluation 
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criteria incl uded actual repair and replacement costs, as 
determined from an examination of SASD records. (See Appen­
dix C for a complete list of equipment included in the PM 
Program. ) 
Research Design and Procedures 
The researcher selected a quasiexperimental, nonequiv­
alent control group design, in which the control and test 
groups were chosen for approximate equivalency by the re­
searcher. 4 In this design the independent variable (IV) was 
preventive maintenance, and the dependent variable (DV) was 
the failure rate of fixed mechanical equipment. 
The researcher limited the study to eight buildings be­
cause this number allowed a representative selection of 
sizes, ages and mechanical complexity and also permitted the 
formation of two approximately equivalent test and control 
groups. (See Appendix D for a compar ison of the test and 
control groups.) 
During the experimental period, November 25, 1985, to 
February 25, 1986, PM procedures were applied to the fixed 
mechanical equipment in four buildings. These were South 
High School, Urban Middle School and Madison and Washington 
Elementary Schools. Four other buildings, North High 
School, Farnsworth Middle School and Grant and Longfellow 
- "".~ , 
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Elementary Schools, selected as controls, did not receive 
any preventive maintenance. The number of failures of 
equipment included in the PM program was determined for each 
of the test and control buildings. 
Cost data was also maintained for both PM work and all 
other repair work. Pretest failures were obtained from an 
ex post facto examination of maintenance records for the pe­
riod from November 26, 1984, to February 26, 1985. This 
time period was used because it corresponded to the test pe­
riod, and operating demands on the equipment were similar. 
Failure rates were calculated as the percentage of equipment 
included in the program which failed, compared to the total 
amount of equipment included in the program. 
Materials and Instruments 
Maintenance records of the SASD department of buildings 
and grounds were used to determine pretest fail ure rates, 
estimates of avoidable fail ures and manpower and material 
costs for equipment repairs. These records were kept in 
disk files on an Apple lIe computer running PFSifile and in 
a conventional file containing original work orders. 5 A 
computer generated summary of all repairs completed during 
the period from July 1, 1984, through June 30, 1985, was 
used to determine which repairs were relevant to the pro­
13
 
ject, and pertinent work orders were obtained from the con­
ventional file. Because of limitations in the computer 
software, manpower and cost data were tabulated by hand. 
~ records, particularly building plans, were used to 
develop an inventory of all fixed mechanical equipment. 
When necessary, this process was supplemented by field in­
vestigations. The inventory was tabulated by hand on a form 
developed for the purpose (Appendix E). Each item of equip­
ment was assigned an inventory number which was affixed to 
it by tag or paint. 
Manufacturers' published service data were obtained for 
as much equipment as possible. Some of this information was 
available in departmental files, and some was secured 
through written requests mailed to the manufacturers. 
A master service form was designed, and one was com­
pleted for each piece of equipment (Appendix E). A master 
service file, containing the master service forms and 
manufacturers' pUblished service data, was established and a 
calendar file, used for maintenance schedUling, was devel­
oped. 
Data Collection Methods 
An ex post facto examination of the maintenance records 
of the SASD, covering the period from July 1, 1984, through 
14
 
June 30, 1985, was conducted to 1) obtain background in­
formation on the total number of annual equipment failures, 
2) develop an estimate of the number of failures which might 
have been prevented through PM procedures and 3) develop an 
estimate of the manpower and material resources which could 
be devoted to a PM program. The same method was used to 
determine the number of pretest fail ures in the test and 
control groups for the period from November 26, 1984, to 
February 26, 1985. During the test period, November 25, 
1985, to February 25,1986, numbers of failures were 
determined by observation, and a continuous record was 
maintained for each building. Maintenance mechanics' re­
corded their hours and materials directly on the work or­
ders. 
Summary Data Analysis Methods 
The total numbe r of pieces of fixed mechanical equip­
ment in the test and control groups was determined by a com­
plete inventory or census. Failure rates for both the 
pretest and test periods were calculated as simple percent­
ages of these totals. The PM program costs were determined 
by summing the total manhours and material costs devoted to 
preventive maintenance procedures. More detailed data anal­
ysis methods were not deemed necessary since only the gross 
15
 
effects of the PM program were of interest to the research­
er. 
Limitations of the Project 
Definitional 
The researcher def ined fixed mechanical equipment as 
any unit permanently mounted or attached to a building and 
whose function was to perform mechanical work. This in-
eluded heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, 
electric motors, pumps and air compressors. It did not in-
elude components of the building structure, boilers, plumb­
ing fixtures or movable machinery. Whether an item should 
or should not be included in this def ini tion was the re-
searcher's sUbjective decision. The implication of this 
limitation was that the researcher could significantly af­
fect the results thr~ugh the selection of equipment for in­
clusion. in the PM program. 
Methodological 
The sampl e siz e was 1 imi ted to eight of the twenty 
buildings of the SASD. The researcher preferred a larger 
sample, but given limits on time and manpower, the eight 
buildings were a practical compromise which allowed success­
ful implementation of the PM program without taxing avail­
16
 
able resources. 
The methodology was also limited by the fact that the 
sample was not generated randomly. The researcher chose the 
buildings included in the test and control groups. This al­
lowed a representative selection of building sizes, ages and 
mechanical complexity, and assured implementation of the PM 
program in those buildings which, in the researcher's jUdge­
ment, most needed it. The results, therefore, were not ap­
plicable to the District as a whole. 
Implementational 
The time available for implementation and evaluation of 
the PM program was a major constraint. This phase occurred 
during the period from NovelTlber 25, 1985, to February 26, 
1986. Because of seasonal variations in the demands made on 
various mechanical systems, the effects of the program on 
some types of equipment, air conditioners, for example, 
could not be determined. 
An additional constraint was the unavailability of 
manufacturers' service data for some items of equipment. 
Although the researcher attempted to obtain all such data, 
some could not be secured. In these cases the researcher or 
the supervisor of maintenance developed service schedules 
empirically. Service procedures .for the types of equipment 
17
 
involved were, however, essentially standardized, and the 
effect of this limitation was assumed to be negligible. 
A final constraint was the role played by the main­
tenance department staff in the implementation of the PM 
program. Eight maintenance mechanics, with differing levels 
of ability and motivation, were responsible for carrying out 
the PM tasks. Although the departmental managers attempted 
to minimize the effects of this variation through close su­
pervision, it was not possible to completely eliminate dif­
ferences in performance among the personnel involved. 
~. A":. 
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1985 1986DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 
1. Examine records *------* 
2. Develop budget *--* 
3. Develop work standards *--* 
4. Select equipment *--* 
5. Develop master fonn *---* 
and file 
6. Inventory equipment *---* 
7. Obtain service data *----------* 
8. Develop service schedules *-----* 
9. Train staff *-----* 
10. Implement and monitor *--------------------------* 
program 
11. Complete comparison of *-----* 
records 
.,';''-':.. 
~ 
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Budget 
Direct Costs
 
Printing forms
 
(500 x $.10 per form) $ 50.00 
Postage and office supplies 40.00 
Mileage 
(1,000 miles x $.21 per mile) 210.00 
300.00 
Indirect Costs 
Repair materials 820.00 
Head Custodian 
(72 hours x $11.50 per hour) 828.00 
Maintenance mechanic 
(180 hours x $12.50 per hour) 2,250.00 
Supervisor of maintenance 
(65 hours x $18.00 per hour) 1,170.00 
Clerical time 
(100 hours x $8.00 per hour) 800.00 
Researcher 
(250 hours x $25.00 per hour) 6,250.00 
Subtotal 12,118.00 
Total $12,418.00 
;' , 
.. ..:. 
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Notes 
Basil Castaldi, Educational Facilities Planning, 
Modernization, andManagement, 2d ed. (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1982), p. 18. 
2 Sheboygan Area School Di st r i ct, 1985-86 Adopted 
Budget (Sheboygan, Wi.: Sheboygan Area School District, 
1985), pp. 234-250. 
3 Bureau of Economic Statistics, The Handbook of 
Basic Economic Statistics Monthly Supplement 3 9, no. 
(1985):11. 
4 C. William Emory, Business Research Methods, rev. 
ed. (Homewood, II.: Richard D. Irwin, 1980), p. 347. 
5 John Page and D. D. Roberts, PFS: file, rev. A 
(Mountain View, Ca.: Software PUblishing, 1983). 
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CHAPI'ER 2 
Review of the Literature 
Introduction 
The prema ture fail ure rate of certain types of fixed 
mechanical equipment, such as pumps and air handling units, 
in the Sheboygan Area School District (SASD) was unaccept­
ably high. This contributed to inflated repair and 
maintenance costs and limited the abili ty of district per­
sonnel to plan for and control these costs. In addi ti on, 
planned work schedules of maintenance department employees 
were frequently interrupted to make emergency repairs on 
failed equipment. The researcher developed, implemented and 
evaluated the effect of a preventive maintenance (PM) pro­
gram on the failure rate of such equipment. 
The researcher investigated the factors which have in­
fluenced the maintenance needs of pUblic school districts 
during the last forty years and addressed the issue of how 
such districts have responded to these maintenance needs. 
In particular, the effects of a changing society, evolving 
educational program, and advancing technology on the pre­
ventive maintenance (PM) needs of publ ic school distr icts 
were examined. 
21 
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Major Issue #1 
What factors have influenced the maintenance needs of 
public school districts during the last forty years? 
The educational system in the United states has changed 
profoundly since the end of World War II. Directly and in­
directly, these changes have affected the maintenance needs 
of the nation's schools. An understanding of the factors 
which have influenced these maintenance needs was necessary 
for the successful development and implementation of a PM 
program. 
Historical Foundation 
At the end of World War II the public educational sys­
tem in the United states had been firmly established and 
well accepted for more than half a century. The local prop­
erty tax, supplemented by state appropriations, had been the 
-preferred method of funding since 1870. 1 By 1918, all 
states had passed compulsory education laws, which, in con­
cert with child labor laws, made universal education a 
reali ty. 2 In addi tion, between 1890 and 1930, the school 
year had gradually been increased from 135 to 172 days.3 
23
 
During the 1920's and 1930's most larger school districts 
had adopted an organizational pattern consisting of 
elementary schools with grades kindergarten through six, 
junior high schools with grades seven through nine, and 
senior high schools with grades ten through twelve. 4 Be­
cause there had been little new construction between 1940 
and 1945, the physical plant in the years immediately fol­
lowing the war was essentially, the same as that of the 
depression years of the 1930' s. 5 This system was severely 
challenged by the postwar baby boom and the rapidly changing 
society of the following decades. 
As the children of the baby boom grew to school age in 
the early 1950' s, it was apparent that the antiquated 
facilities of the latter nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries were inadequate to meet the needs of the new gen­
eration. The most pressing problem was simply the lack of 
capacity to handle the rising flood of children, and the 
eventual response was to construct new schools to accom­
modate them. During the 1950's, annual construction for new 
educational facilities averaged 2. 7 billion dollars. 6 An­
nual spending increased to 3. 7 billion dollars during the 
1960's and to 4.95 billion dollars in 1974. 7 
.<j\ • 
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School architecture during the post World War II period 
tended to be innova tive and drama ti c. Large expanses of 
window-walls were built in an effort to bring the outdoors 
inside. 8 This, however, created problems controlling heat 
build-up and glare. 9 This was followed in the 1960's, by 
the era of "finger design", a style which featured a number 
of long, dead end wings attached to a central core. As edu­
cational consultant Basil Castaldi observed, "perimeters 
were long and energy losses were high. But with a plentiful 
supply of inexpensive energy, this design posed no sig­
nificant problems. "10 During the early 1970's, air con­
ditioning systems became a common feature in many new 
schools. 11 
In general, the net effect of new school construction 
in the three decades following World War II was to increase 
the gross maintenance needs of the nation's school systems. 
Actual maintenance needs, in fact, grew a~ an even greater 
rate than the growth of the school systems. During this pe­
r iod there was, according to Joseph J. Bake r, Di rector of 
Operations with the Mt. Diablo School District, and Jon S. 
Peters, Professor of Education at Alameda State College, 
a steady movement toward increased mechanization. 
More and more operations [were] being controlled 
automatically. The mere fact that operations are 
25
 
designed to work automatically does not mean they 
do not require care. The fact is that the more 
automatic controls you have, the more technical 
experience your rnai2tenance personnel will need to 
keep them working. 
The general trend, as technology advanced, was toward 
larger, more complex schools with far greater maintenance 
needs than those constructed dur ing the first hal f of the 
century. School expansion, however, was often so rapid that 
maintenance considerations were neglected, and significant 
losses of capital investments occurred in as little as five 
13to ten years. 
The Middle East oil embargo of 1973-1974, probably had 
a greater affect on alerting school administrators to the 
need for improved maintenance programs than any other factor 
before or since. In the decade which followed, per pupil 
energy costs rose 600 to 750 percent. 14 The higher energy 
costs resulted in increased taxes and competed with educa­
tiona1 programs for funding. Numerous methods of reducing 
energy consumption were developed and implemented including 
lowered building temperatures, reduced lighting levels, 
elimination of decorative and display lighting, and replace­
ment of large expanses of windows with insulating panels. IS 
Attention was also focused on improved maintenance and oper­
ation of the buildings' mechanical systems. Time clocks and 
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similar control mechanisms were often installed to insure 
that heating and cooling systems ran only when necessary.16 
states reduced the amount of fresh air required by ventila­
tion codes which permitted the installation of smaller, more 
efficient systems and allowed oversized systems to be re­
placed. 17 In 1974, Wisconsin reduced this requirement from 
7.5 cubic feet per minute per occupant to 5 cubic feet per 
minute per occupant. 18 state agencies, such as the Michigan 
Department of Commerce, developed programs and manuals to 
aid school administrators in developing maintenance programs 
19which would reduce energy usage. The Wisconsin state En­
ergy Office advocated the development and implementation of 
preventive maintenance programs "because preventive 
maintenance will assist in keeping efficiencies high, and 
also because such a program encourages a consistency indis­
n20pensible to an energy management program. The Wisconsin 
Division of state Energy reported that improved operation 
and maintenance measures "decrease energy consumption by up 
to 10 percent with minimal financial investment through mod­
erate investment of building staff time. n21 The need to 
conserve energy to reduce costs, therefore, provided a 
strong incentive for school districts to improve their 
maintenance programs. As of 1984 however, less than half of 
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Wisconsin's 1,954 pUblic schools had taken the necessary ac­
tions to improve their energy related maintenance pro­
grams. 22 
The maintenance needs of pUblic school districts have 
shown a steady increase since the end of the Second World 
War. The baby boom which followed World War II produced 
rapid growth in the construction of new schools and strained 
the abilities of the districts to provide effective 
maintenance. Rapid increases in technology, such as the de­
velopment of central air conditioning and automatic control 
systems, also increased the maintenance demands of the na­
tion's public school districts and produced a need for 
maintenance personnel with greater technical capabilities. 
The need for improved maintenance programs was forcefUlly 
driven horne to school administrators by the energy crisis 
which began in the mid 1970' s and has profoundly affected 
maintenance plans ever since. 
Philosophical 
Philosophically, school buildings have existed only to 
meet the physical needs of the educational programs housed 
within. According to educator John GUy Fowlkes, 
a school building is not only the largest but the 
most important piece of teaching equipment neces­
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sary for a good school. To be sure a good school 
building must be safe, and it must prov ide for' an 
environment that assures the health and well-being 
of students. But just as important are the na­
ture, adequacy, and ar rangernent of space in the 
school building • • • • Just as the tailor fash­
ions the suit to fit the man, so should the school 
building be fashiofrd to fit the educational pro­
gram to be housed. 
This philosophy has had two significant implications for the 
maintenance programs of pUblic school districts. First, it 
has meant that as education programs have changed and 
evolved, school buildings, and thus maintenance needs, have 
changed and evolved with them. Second, it has meant that 
maintenance programs and considerations have taken a subor­
dinate position with respect to the educational program. 
The concept that the school building was the physical 
expression of the curriculum was a development of the latter 
part of the twentieth century. According to planning con­
sultant Nickolaus L. Engelhardt, 
during the 19th century and the early part of this 
century, schools were simply a group of 
classrooms, usually 8 or 16 in number, correspond­
ing to the grades housed. There were no special 
facilities of any kind except possibly open areas 
in the girls' and boys' basements for indoor play. 
Sometimes two classrooms were separated by ~4fold­
ing partition to provide an assembly space. 
The limitations of such school buildings became apparent, 
however, as the educational program began to incl ude such 
,.:'. 
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innovations as kindergartens, manual training, domestic 
arts, music, dramatics, and gymnastics. 25 Specialized 
classrooms and instructional areas were developed to ac­
comodate these needs. Schools grew larger and more complex. 
Science laboratories, gymnasiums, aUditoriums, and multipur­
pose rooms were added which increased the demands on heat­
ing, ventilating, and electrical systems. By the 1950's, it 
was an accepted principle within the educational community, 
as noted by Stephen J. Knezevich, Dean of the School of Edu­
cation at the University of Southern California, that the 
"determination of the educational program precedes designa­
tion of the physical pattern and materials of contruc­
tion."26 The implications for the maintenance needs of the 
schools were clear, whatever the demands of the educational 
program, the maintenance program would somehow have to 
adapt. 
The philosophy that a school building was an expression 
of the educational program housed within, led to the concept 
that to remain functional, a building must adapt to the 
changing needs of the educational program. According to 
Knezevich, "a building design that is functional can no more 
remain static than the educational program it was created to 
serve. "27 This has meant that as programs have changed, 
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buildings and even individual classrooms have been modified, 
remodeled, or renovated to accommodate the changes. For ex­
ample, in the 1960's, team teaching became a common method 
of inst ruct ion. Teachers and students were grouped into 
different sized class for different purposes, and according 
to Baker and Peters, "districts adopting it [needed] to 
remodel exi.sting plants to prov ide for the siz e spaces re­
quired and the flexibili ty needed. ,,28 Even small proj ects 
often required the removal or addition of walls, modifica­
tion of heating and ventilating equipment, and rewiring of 
electrical systems. Maintenance programs had to constantly 
adapt and adjust. 
Educational consultant Basil Castaldi has stated 
that the design of educational facilities reflects 
the educational thinking and architectural philos­
ophy at the time when school facilities are pro­
posed, planned, conceived, and constructed. The 
end product at any given time represents a blend­
ing of prevailing architectural concepts, dominant 
educational practices, and promising curricular 
innovations. The well-planned educational facil­
ity not only provides for the accepted and conven­
tional educational practices that are widespread 
at the time but also includes features that can 
accommodate a few of the more promisin~9foresee­
able educational concepts of the future.
 
Beginning wi th the 1960' s and continuing into the early
 
1970 I s, many educa tors and educa tional architects favored
 
schools without partitions or the open concept as it was
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known. The philosophy behind this concept was that it 
promoted greater intermingling of students and teachers and 
resulted in less regimented education. Problems with dis­
cipline and noise, however, led to its fall from favor. 30 
Many of the open concept schools have since been subdivided 
into more traditional classroom areas. Such renovations 
often required extensive modifications of the original 
mechanical and electrical systems which were not designed 
for small spaces. 
The failures of the open concept school led to the con­
cept of flexible design. According to this philosophy, 
schools were planned with long range changes in mind. Walls 
were temporary structures or partitions which could be easi­
ly moved to accomodate unknown future needs, and mechanical 
and electr i cal systems were desi gned to meet the r equi r e­
ments of different configurations of space and equipment. 3l 
Schools which incorporated these concepts were easily 
adapted to changing educational programs and were also gen­
erally, more easily maintained, assuming equali ty of con­
struction, than their less flexible, earlier counterparts. 
The maintenance needs of the na tion IS pUbl ic school 
districts have thus, philosophically, been a reflection of 
the educational needs. As educational programs and philoso­
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phy have evolved and changed, school buildings, and there­
fore, indirectly maintenance needs, have changed and evolved 
to accomodate those needs. 
Sociological Foundation 
Schools have always been both instruments and products 
of the society in which they existed. They have been shaped 
by society and have been charged to carry out specific 
goals, such as the fostering of patriotism, which were 
valued by the society of the time. By their very existence, 
however, schools have also helped shape and change the 
societies in which they existed. Educa tional hi stor ians 
Harry G. Good and James T. Teller have reported that in the 
early years of American independence "Washington and other 
leaders argued that education should be fostered and 
employed to overcome sectionalism, to prepare the young for 
the duties of citizenship in a republic, and to maintain the 
spirit of liberty.n32 During World War II, schools served 
the needs of national defense by concentrating on vocational 
training for defense industries and accelerating the educa­
tional pace to get boys into uniform faster. 33 
In the late 1940's and early 1950's, educators saw the 
essential role of schools as being the preparation of the 
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majority of young adults ~or adjustment to life in post war 
society. In 1946, the Office on Education established the 
Commission on Life Adj ustment Education for Youth. 34 Ac­
cording to the commission, 60 percent of American youth were 
destined for marginal roles in society and should, there­
fore, be taught how to gain personal satisfaction from life 
rather than productive job or leadership skills. 35 Reaction 
against this concept was swift and widespread. Critics, in-
eluding Mortimer Smith, Bernard Bell, Albert Lynd, Arthur 
Bestor, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, and Bryant Conant, 
emerged calling for stronger academics, greater emphasis on 
mathematics and science, and a return to basic language and 
reading skills. 36 Such criticism was often linked with the 
cold war rhetoric of the 1950's which envisioned the United 
states falling hopelessly behind the U.S.S.R. The success­
ful launching of the first satellite by the Soviet Union in 
1957 seemed to prove the critics were right and led to sig­
nificant attempts to restructure not only the educational 
programs of the United states but also the educational sys­
tem itself. This culminated in 1958, with federal interven­
tion through passage of the National Defense Education Act 
which provided funds for loans to college students and to 
strengthen programs in science, mathematics, and foreign 
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languages. 3? The emphasis placed on more rigorous academic 
programs, particularly in the sciences, led to the expansion 
of facilities to support such programs. New schools tended 
to be la rger and more complex wi th more special ty class­
rooms, and older schools were frequently remodeled in an at­
tempt to accomodate the new needs. 
The same per iod wi tnessed the breakup of establ ished 
urban neighborhoods and the growth of the suburbs. Those 
leaving the cities were mostly middle-class whites while 
those left behind tended to be less affluent and nonwhite. 
During the 1950' s, the fifty largest American cities all 
showed increases in the proportion of nonwhite residents. 38 
At the same time, suburban popula tion increased by 49 pe r­
cent while urban areas grew by only 10.6 percent. 39 This 
left the inner ci ties wi th aging, obsolescent, and often 
poorly maintained school s pI us a decl ining tax base. The 
suburbs, faced with explosive growth, often could not pro­
v ide suff icient classroom space and resor ted to the use of 
portable buil dings and double teaching shifts. 40 Despi te 
the suburbs' middle-class makeup and the willingness of the 
residents to fund quality education, the lack of an indus­
trial tax base created significant financial problems. The 
result was that school contruction was often inadequate to 
~ ..... ~. , . 
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meet the pressing needs and that the schools which were con­
structed were often of lower quality. Knezevich has reported 
that 
a building whose inital cost is low is not neces­
sarily an economical building. Indeed, there ap­
pears to be an inverse relation between the ini­
tial cost of a building and its subsequent 
maintenance cost. In other words, the lower the 
initial cost of a building, the greater the 
likelihood of early and continued high maintenaire 
expenses during the lifetime of the structure." 
Thus, the flight to the suburbs resulted in the construction 
of many facilities with both short and long term maintenance 
problems. 
The criticism of American Education in the 1950's and 
1960's coincided with a second major social issue with 
profound consequences for education, the fight for equal 
rights for American Blacks. In 1954, the United states 
Supreme Court, in the case of Brown VS. Kansas, ruled that 
separate but equal educational facilities for blacks and 
whites violated basic Constitutional rights and ordered in­
tegration with "all deliberate speed. "42 Although 
desegregation did not occur overnight, it played a sig­
nificant role in the consolidation of numerous small school 
districts into fewer large districts. 43 In 1932, when the 
first national count of school districts was made, there 
.~:.. .. : 
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were 127,649 but in 1969, there were only 19,977. 44 Larger 
districts not only cut across the artificial boundaries 
which had been established to foster segregation, but also 
allowed the development of more complete educa tional pr 0­
grams, increased the tax base, and provided for economies of 
scale. 45 The general trend was toward larger, more complex 
districts with larger, more complex schools and consequent­
ly, greater maintenance needs. 
In the 1960's, the fight for equality and equality of 
opportunity moved beyond the issue of race to include rights 
for the mentally and physically handicapped and an end to 
sexual discrimination. 46 Provisions for equality eventually 
led to buildings designed with special equipment and 
facilities which provided barrier free access for the hand­
icapped. In many instances, such provisions were mandated 
by law. The Wisconsin Adrnini strative Code, which governed 
building construction in the state of Wisconsin, stated that 
"access shall be prov ided to all public-use areas of the 
building • Interior circulation between floor levels 
shall be accomplished by the use of ramps, elevators, lifts, 
or other means of access approved by the department."47 The 
sexual equality issue affected schools most strongly in the 
area of athletic programs for girls and resulted in the pro­
, . 
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vision of expanded facilities such as gymnasiums and girls' 
team locker rooms. Again, the trend was to larger, more 
complex schools with greater and more complex maintenance 
requirements. 
The birth rate in the United states peaked in 1961 and 
then began a slow decline. In 1965 the rate dropped below 
four million for the first time in a decade, and by the ear­
ly 1970's, it stabilized at about 3.5 million or approxi­
mately the zero population growth level. 48 School districts 
which had once faced a shortage of classrooms found that 
they had excess capacity. Responses varied from the closing 
of obsolescent school buildings to the conversion of extra 
classrooms to specialty rooms for sUbjects such as art and 
music. The net effect reduced the maintenance burden on 
many districts. In spite of a slight increase in the birth 
rate, low enrollments continued into the 1980' s, but the 
long term implications were not clear. Robe rt L. Chur ch, 
Associate Dean of Education at Northwestern University, 
speculated that "educators [would] return to some of the 
custodial interests of the pre-baby boom era as a means of 
util iz ing overbuil t faci 1 i ti es and an abundant supply of 
teachers. n49 
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Sociologically, the demands placed on the nation's pub­
lic school districts have expanded and grown since the close 
of World War II. The general tendency has been toward 
larger, more complex schools and districts with greater and 
more complex maintenance requirements. A decl ine in the 
birth rate through the decade of the 1970' s produced some 
exce ss capaci ty in some school di str icts and allowed the 
closure of some obsolete facilities. Although this reduced 
maintenance needs in such instances, the long term irnplica­
tions were not clear. 
Legal Foundation 
For the most part, certain standards of maintenance 
have been prescribed by building codes adopted at the state 
and local level. In Wisconsin, for example, Section 35.93, 
Chapter 227 of the state statutes, in 1955, directed pUbli­
cation of the Wisconsin Administrative Code. 50 The stated 
purpose of the code was 
to protect the heal th, safety and welfare o'f the 
pUblic and employees by establishing minimum stan­
dards for the design, construction, structural 
strength, quality of materials, adequate egress 
facilities, sanitary facilities, natural lighting, 
heating, and ventilating, energy conservation, and 
fire safetYsfor all pUblic buildings and places of 
empl oymen t • 
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The code specifically required that "all heating, ventilat­
ing, exhaust and air conditioning systems shall be 
maintained in good working order and shall be kept clean and 
sanitary. ,,52 Local fire inspectors were charged with code 
enforcement, and penalties of ten to one hundred dollars 
were provided for failure to correct each violation. 
Most building codes which have been incorporated into 
local or state statutes were derived from suggested codes of 
practice pUbl ished by professional or technical or ganiza­
tions such as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
and the American Standards Association. In 1933, for exam­
ple, the National Association of Master Plumbers pUblished 
the Standard Plumbing Code. 53 In 1955 the National Associa­
tion of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling-Contractors issued standard 
A40.8 as a model code. 54 This has since been revised at 
regular intervals. Similar ily, the Na tional Electr ic Code 
of the National Fire Prevention Association presented model 
regulations concerned with electrical safety. The National 
Electric Code was incorporated into the Occupational Safety 
and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970 and, has since had the force 
of law. 55 The intent of OSHA was "to assure so far as pos­
sible eve ry wor king man and woman in the na tion safe and 
healthful working conditions and to preserve our human 
..~ .,: 'r' . 
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resources. n56 OSHA had many consequences for the 
maintenance practices of school districts. For instance, 
Section 1910, Subpart 0, addressed guarding provisions for 
mechanical equipment such as air handling units. Most units 
installed prior to the act did not have guards over the 
power transmissions, and OSHA required that such guards be 
installed and maintained. Similarly, Subpart J addressed 
general sanitation in the work place and prescribed 
housekeeping standards. Al though OSHA did not directly 
cover pUblic employers such as school districts, most states 
adopted the OSHA standards with little change and extended 
coverage to such employers. 
The maintenance activities of most pUblic school dis­
tricts were, therefore, governed by state and local building 
codes and by state adopted versions of the Federal Occupa­
tional Health and Safety Act. For the most part, these laws 
required that equipment and buildings be operated and 
maintained in a safe and sanitary condition. Penalties were 
provided for failure to comply with such regulations. 
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Major Issue 12 
How have pUblic school districts responded to the 
maintenance needs of the districts' facilities? 
As the educational system in the United states adjusted 
to meet the ever changing demands of society, the main­
tenance needs of the nation's schools also changed. An un­
derstanding of how pUblic school districts have responded to 
these changes was an essential requirement for the develop­
ment and implementation of a successful PM system. 
Historical Foundation 
The benef its of preventive maintenance pr ograms have 
been well documented for the last twenty years. Baker and 
Peters wrote in 1963 "that the most economical maintenance 
program is in the field of preventative maintenance. ,,57 
Despite this fact, however, preventive maintenance programs 
have been the exception rather than the rule in public 
school districts. A study conducted in Michigan during the 
1974-1975 school year found that none of the districts had a 
written policy on preventive maintenance and that only 
twelve of fifty-nine districts (20.3 percent) had estab­
58lished preventive maintenance programs. According to the 
author of the study, Paul C. Howell, "public school dis­
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tricts appear to neglect the preventive maintenance function 
and devote the majority of their maintenance time and money 
to repairing systems which have failed. "59 
Lack of funding, lack of personnel, and lack of knowl­
edge have been ci ted as the pr inciple reasons that school 
districts have failed to implement preventive maintenance 
60programs. Baker and Peters avowed that "despite their im­
portance, maintenance and operations often are treated as 
admini strati ve stepchildren. "61 Maintenance budgets have 
frequently been cut so that reductions could be avoided in 
instructional programs. C. William Day of the School of Ed­
ucation, Indiana University, observed that "educators in 
this country have had a tendency to wai t until maj or prob­
lems • • • occur before attempting to convince the board of 
education ••• of the need for additional monies•••• "62 
Lack of pe rsonnel, particularly in smalle r distr icts, has 
also hindered the development of preventive maintenance pro­
cedures. Castaldi has noted that "except in very large 
school districts, the necessary expertise will not be avail­
able to create a maintenance prevention plan."63 
The energy crisis of the 1970's, and the resultant dou­
ble digit inflation of the early 1980 I s, led to increased 
awareness of the need for efficient and economical 
,. 
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maintenance programs. It has been demonstrated, for example 
that timely changing of filters on a typical 20,000 cubic 
foot per minute air handling unit can save 6,336 kilowatt­
hours, or approximately $5,068.80 of electricity annually.64 
In 1979, the United states Department of Energy began fund­
ing a state administered Institutional Conservation Program 
which provided matching grants for energy conservation 
projects undertaken by school districts. 65 This program em­
phasized the implementation of improved maintenance and op­
erational procedures to reduce energy consumption. The 
Michigan Department of Commerce Energy Administration, for 
example, pUblished a detailed list of preventive maintenance 
techniques which could reduce energy use in schools. 66 
The increased awareness of the benefits of preventive 
maintenance resulted in numerous articles being pUblished on 
the sUbj ect in trade journal s such as Amer ican School and 
University and Building Operating Management. David R. 
Howard and Joe N. Mears of the Oakland California School 
District wrote in 1979 that "preventive maintenance • 
has become a buzz word in school circles" but also noted 
that "a ttempt s to i nsti tute ef feet i ve prOgr ams have been 
sporatic. n67 John M. Morris, Director of Physical Plant at 
Monroe Community College, Monroe, Michigan, outlined a step-
t ~ .' 
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by-step procedure for developing and implementing a PM pro­
gram in the August, 1981, issue of American School and Uni­
versity.68 Most other articles were similar in content and 
nature and provided practical guidelines for establishing PM 
programs. 
Historically, however, pUblic school districts have not 
been highly successful in their efforts to implement PM sys­
terns despite the recognized merits. The energy shortages of 
the 1970's increased awareness of the need for and benefits 
of such programs, but in general, PM systems remained the 
exception rather than the rule in most school districts. 
Psychological Foundation 
Psychologically, PM programs have affected both the 
participants in the programs and the users of the 
facilities. PM participants often had initial adverse reac­
tions to the programs and resisted their implementation. 
Michael J. Dwyer, Jr., Director of Campus Operations at the 
Univer si ty of Ar kansas for Medical Sciences has- observed 
that "many engineers in institutions have avoided implement­
ing a PM program in hopes that the whole idea would go 
away. "69 This aversion helped to account for Howell's find­
ing that "preventive maintenance is a neglected practice."70 
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Education has played a primary role in overcoming 
resistance to PM systems • It has been observed that con­
. tinuing educa tion of maintenance personnel improved aware­
ne ss of the nee d f or PM and al so inc rea sed staff ex­
pertise. 7l Some maintenance supervisors have advocated as-
si gning the same pe r sonnel to the same PM tasks in the 
belief that this simplified training and increased feelings 
of pride of ownership.72 Others have stressed the need for 
cross-training and warned that important checks may be 
neglected if allowed to become too routine. 73 
The quality of maintenance has been shown to have a 
significant impact on the instructional program. Dav id L. 
Eubanks, Assistant Superintendent of the Spartanburg, South 
Carolina, School District emphasized that 
It must be recognized that an important relations­
hip exists between a program of instruction and 
the physical environment in which the program is 
found. • • • A warm, attractive envMonment 
creates a better atmosphere for learning." 4 
Howell stressed that "total preventive maintenance programs 
are essential to the attainment of the educational goals and 
objectives of the schools."75 
An important psychological relationship has also been 
cited between a distr ict I s maintenance staff and the stu­
dents and faculty. Howard and Mears have indicated the need 
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for the mechanics to "have a high tolerance level for chil­
dren and the pUblic.. [and to] be well behaved, cleanly 
dressed and energetic and knowledgeable about their work. n76 
Hypothetically, a professional image fostered more profes­
sional work and greater job satisfaction on the part of the 
employee. In addition, the professional image helped to en­
hance the students' and faculty's perception of both the em­
ployee and the maintenance function. 
Psychologically, resi stance to PM programs in publ ic 
school districts was common. Continuing education and the 
development of more professional maintenance staffs helped 
to ove rcome such resistance. In addi tion, the qual i ty of 
maintenance in a school district has been linked to the 
qual i ty of the inst ruct ional pro gram. A professional 
maintenance program has been shown to have a positive impact 
on students and faculty. 
Legal Foundation 
Certain legal standards of maintenance have been pres­
cribed by state and local building codes. For example, the 
Wisconsin Administrative Code required that "all heating, 
ventilating, exhaust and air conditioning systems shall be 
maintained in good working order and shall be kept clean and 
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sanitary. "77 PM programs, however, were not mandated, and a 
great deal of latitude existed regarding both the inter­
pretation and implementation of such requirements. 
OSHA, adopted in 1970 by the federal government, sought 
to assure safe and heal thful condi tions in the industr ial 
workplace. Although OSHA did not cover pUblic employers 
such as school districts, most states adopted OSHA-type laws 
which did. These laws required that mechanical equi.pment be 
maintained in safe operating condition. Specific preventive 
maintenance procedures, however, were not mandated, and the 
response of school districts to such legal requirements 
varied greatly. A 1977 study conducted in the state of 
Michigan, where school maintenance was also governed by the 
Administrative Rules of Michigan, found that 79.7 percent of 
the districts surveyed did not have PM programs. 78 
Although legal requirements existed which governed 
school maintenance, most such laws were rather general in 
nature and allowed wide discretionary latitude regarding ac­
tual implementation. Preventive maintenance systems, for 
the most part, were not widely adopted. 
Economic Foundation 
In 1978, California voters passed a constitutional am­
mendment, Proposition 13, which limited local property taxes 
•••••: ~!, 
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and restricted other taxes. 79 This action was widely 
heralded as the beginning of a taxpayers' revolt, and 
similar actions followed in other states including New York, 
Minnesota, Idaho, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Indiana, Maine, 
Oregon, Washington and Louisiana. 80 In many instances local 
school districts faced severe revenue reductions due to such 
tax limiting measures. In California, for example, Proposi­
tion 13 resulted in a loss to schools of 3.S billion dollars 
81or 29.2 percent of total revenues. For many districts, as 
Morris has observed, this led to "a series of lean budget 
years, with the physical plant department suffering the 
greatest cuts.,,82 One response to such cuts was to imple­
ment or improve PM programs. Dwyer found that "a PM program 
will. • lower overall maintenance costs. ,,83 Similarly, 
maintenance engineers Robert G. Kozak and John A. Makrias, 
noted that "significant savings can result from making sure 
that••• air conditioning and heating systems are operating 
efficiently. ,,84 Morris also observed "that PM allows for 
the reduction of down time, improved efficiency and 
prolonged equipment life. n8S 
Increased energy costs, the resul t of the Middle East 
oil embargo and subsequent energy crisis of the 1970's, also 
provided strong economic incentives to develop and improve 
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PM systems. It was reported by the Wisconsin Division of 
state Energy that improved maintenance and operational pro­
cedures can reduce energy consumption by up to 10 percent. 86 
Since per pupil energy costs rose by 600 to 750 percent in 
the decade following the first oil embargo, substantial 
savings were possible. 87 Kozak and Makrias reported annual 
energy savings of over $8,600.00 through proper PM of a 500 
ton chiller. 88 Frequently, however, the costs and com­
plexities of instituting PM programs have been cited by 
school districts as justification for failure to implement 
89such programs. 
Decreasing budgets coupled with escalating energy costs 
led some school districts to utilize alternative methods of 
financing energy conservation projects. Such financing took 
advantage of federal tax credits which encouraged private 
investors to fund the projects and then to share part of the 
savings generated by the reduced energy costs. 90 In most 
cases, the investors paid for the capital costs of equipment 
and renovation and then received a percentage of the energy 
savings for a specified period of time. Such creative 
financing methods allowed these districts to undertake 
projects which might have been too costly to fund by conven­
tional means. 
t ""'~ _ 
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In general, PM programs have been a common response by 
pUblic school districts to increased maintenance and operat­
ing costs. The taxpayers' revolt, typified by California's 
Pro po sit ion 1 3, and inc rea sing ene r gy cos t s we rethe 
greatest economic problems faced by most districts. Occas­
sionally, these problems have led pUblic school districts to 
seek alternative methods of financing needed capital 
projects. 
Summary 
The factors which have influenced the maintenance needs 
of pUblic school districts during the last forty years were 
investigated, and the response of such districts to these 
needs was examined. In general, the maintenance require­
ments of pUblic school districts have shown a steady in­
crease since the end of World War II. The baby boom follow­
ing the war produced rapid growth in the construction of new 
schools and strained the abili ty of most distr icts to pro­
vide effective maintenance for the new facilities. This 
problem was compounded by rapid increases in technology, 
such as the development of central air conditioning systems 
and automatic control systems, which required greater tech­
nical expertise on the part of maintenance personnel. Al­
.:: .... 1t:, 
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though the benef i ts of PM programs were widely known and 
well documented, pUblic school districts were slow to imple­
ment such systems, and as late as 1975, a study conducted in 
Michigan found that only 20.3 percent of the schools sur­
9lveyed had instituted PM programs. 
The energy crisis of the mid 1970's and the taxpayers' 
revolt, typified by California's Proposition 13, of the lat­
ter 1970's and early 1980's, forced some school districts to 
adopt PM systems in response to escalating maintenance and 
operating costs. In addition, the United states Department 
of Energy encouraged the adoption of improved maintenance 
practices through the Institutional Conservation Program 
which prov ided grants to schools for energy conservation 
projects. To a great extent, the need to conserve energy as 
a means of reducing operating costs has had a strong and 
lasting influence on the maintenance plans of many school 
districts. 
other factors, including the evolution of the philoso­
phy that the school building was an extension of the educa­
tional program and state and federal laws such as OSHA, have 
also influenced the maintenance practices of pUblic school 
districts. Although preventive maintenance became something 
of a "buzz word," attempts to institute PM programs often 
.-. 
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92met with only limited success. For the most part, pUblic 
school distr icts have responded slowly to the need for im­
proved maintenance programs, and school maintenance staffs 
have psychologically resisted the implementation of PM sys­
terns. 
The general value of PM programs, however, has been 
demonstrated. They have proven to afford significant cost 
savings and to play a vital role in the long term attainment 
of educational goals. The development and implementation of 
a PM. system has been shown to be an essential responsibility 
of an efficiently managed school maintenance department • 
.....', ::' 
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CHAPTER 3
 
Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations
 
Introduction
 
Purpose of the Project 
The premature failure rate of some types of fixed me­
chanical equipment, such as pumps and air handling units, in 
the Sheboygan Area School District (SASD) was unacceptably 
high. This led to inflated maintenance and repair costs and 
also limited the ability of district personnel to plan for 
and control these costs. Additionally, planned work sched­
ules of maintenance mechanics were frequently interrupted to 
make emergency repairs on failed equipment. The researcher 
developed, implemented and evaluated the effect of a pre­
ventive maintenance (PM) program on the failure rate of such 
equipment. 
Research Methology 
Aqua si expe r imental, noneq ui val ent control group re­
search design was used, in which the control and test groups 
were chosen for approximate equivalency by the researcher. l 
The control and test groups each consisted of four school 
buildings selected on the basis of size, age, and mechanical 
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complexity. (See Appendix D for a comparison of the test 
and control groups.) In this design the independent vari­
able (IV) was preventive maintenance, and the dependent var­
iable (DV) was the failure rate of fixed mechanical equip­
ment. 
During the experimental period, November 25, 1985, to 
February 25, 1986, PM procedures were applied to the fixed 
mechanical equipment in four buildings. These were South 
High School, Urban Middle School and Madison and Washington 
Elementary Schools. Four other buildings, North High 
School, Farnsworth Middle School and Grant and Longfellow 
Elementary Schools, selected as controls, did not receive 
any PM. The number of failures of equipment included in the 
PM program was determined for each of the test and control 
buildings. 
Cost data was also maintained for both PM work and all 
other repair work. Pretest failures were obtained from an 
ex post facto examination of maintenance records for the pe­
riod from November 26, 1984, to February 26, 1985. This 
time period was used because it corresponded to the test pe­
riod, and operating demands on the equipment were similar. 
Failure rates were calculated as the percentage of equipment 
which failed, compared to the total amount of equipment in­
cluded in the program. 
•• •• • • ~t 
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The researcher recognized at the start of the project 
that it was not possibl e to incl ude all of the di str ict s 
equipment in the PM program. Due to l.imitations on the 
available resources in manpower and material, the researcher 
decided that only equipment critical to the operations of 
the SASD, such as emergency power generators, or with poten­
tially high replacement or repair costs, such as electric 
motors exceeding one-horsepowe r, would be included in tpe 
program. The researcher selected equipment which fit into 
these two categories from complete equipment inventories. 
Evaluation criteria included actual repair and replacement 
costs, as determined from an examination of SASD records. 
(See Appendix C for a complete list of equipment included in 
the PM Program.) 
The time available for implementation and evaluation of 
the PM program was the major constraint encountered. This 
phase occurred during the period from November 25, 1985 to 
February 25, 1986. Because of seasonal var ia tions in the 
demands made on various mechanical systems, the effects of 
the program on some types of equipment, air conditioners, 
for example, was not evaluated. In addition, the three 
month time period was quite short in relation to the life 
expectancy of the equipment involved and may have been too 
short to fully evaluate the long term effects of the PM pro­
gram. 
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Description of Findings 
Evaluation Instrument Used 
Three pr inciple instruments were used, the inventory 
form, the master service form, and the standard SASD work 
order (See Appendix E, F, and G). In addition, a calendar 
file was developed and used for maintenance scheduling. 
In practice a separate work order was issued for each 
piece of equipment which required PM. This required that 
144 individual work orders be typed and was judged to be too 
time consuming for routine PM purposes. It was, therefore, 
recommended that a special PM work order be developed with a 
check-off section for routine tasks. This eliminated the 
need for excessive clerical time. 
statistical Manipulation of Raw Data 
The direct costs incurred for implementation of the PM 
program, were 160.5 manhours of labor and $383.79 of material 
(See Table 1). Most of the material costs were for replace­
ment belts for air handling units. In addition, six units 
of equipment with pre-existing failures were discovered dur­
ing the PM implementation. These uni ts were repaired, but 
the repair costs were not included in the costs of the PM 
program (see Table 2). Of the units inspected and serviced 
64 
in the PM program, forty-three, or 30 percent, were found to 
have minor but potentially serious problems, such as loose 
bol ts or motor mounts, which were corrected during the PM 
service. There were also six air handling units discovered 
which had operable but worn bearings. Replacement of these 
bearing,s was scheduled for the summer shut-down. 
Table 1
 
Preventive Maintenance Costs
 
School 
PM 
Manhours 
PM 
Material Costs 
(Dollars) 
South 90.0 $ 71.15 
Urban 49.5 226.13 
Madison 16.5 75.01 
Washington 4.5 11.50 
Total 160.5 $ 383.79 
The pretest failure rates during the period from Novem­
ber 26, 1984, to February 26, 1985, were 7.6 percent in the 
test buildings and 12.2 percent in the control buildings 
·(See Table 3). Following implementation of the program, 
five equipment failures were experienced in both the test 
and control groups. This was a failure rate of 3.5 percent 
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and 4.3 percent respectively and represented a reduction in 
the failure rates of 54 percent in the test buildings and 64 
percent in the control buildings. Costs of repair materials 
dur ing the pretest per iod were $614.92 for the test group 
and $424.33 for the control group. Following implementation 
of the PM program, costs were $286.57 and $554.48 respec­
tively. This represented a decrease of 53 percent for the 
buildings in the test group and an increase of 31 percent 
for those in the control group. 
Table 2
 
Repair Costs of Pre-existing Failures
 
School 
No. of 
Failures Manhours 
Material 
Costs 
South 1 8.0 $ 44.42 
Urban 2 19.0 141.16 
Madison 3 40.0 393.59 
Washington 0 0.0 0.00 
Total 6 67.0 $579.17 
Findings for Evaluation Objective #1 
The failure rate of equipment in the test group during 
the pretest period was 7.6 percent and was 3.5 percent after 
implementation of the PM program. This was a reduction of 
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the failure rate of 54 percent. The failure rate of equip­
ment in the control group during the pretest period was 12.2 
percent and was 4.3 percent following the test period. This 
was a reduction of the failure rate of 64 percent. 
Table 3
 
Equipment Failure Rates and Repair Costs
 
Experimental 
group 
Pre-test 
failure rate 
(percent) 
Post-test 
failure rate 
(percent) 
Failure Rate 
change 
(percent) 
Test 7.6 3.5 -54 
Control 12.2 4.3 -64 
Pre-test 
material costs 
(do1la rs) 
Post-test 
material costs 
(dollars) 
Material cost 
change 
(percent) 
Test 614.92 286.57 -53 
Control 424.33 554.48 31 
Findings for Evaluation Objective 12 
During the pretest period, the cost of repair materials 
in the test buildings was $614.92 and following imple­
mentation of the PM program, was $286.57. This was a 
reduction of 53 percent. In addi tion, the cost for 
materials used to carry out the PM program was $383.79. 
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During the pretest period, the cost for maintenance 
materials in the control buildings was $424.33 and fol­
lowing the test period was $554.48. This was an in­
crease of 31 percent. 
Analyses of Findings/Conclusions 
Evaluation Objective 11 
The rate of premature fail ure of fixed mechani cal 
equipment in the Sheboygan Area School Distr ict was 
reduced by 15 percent, as based upon a comparison of 
maintenance records prior to and following implementa­
tion of the preventive maintenance program. 
Conclusion 
The failure rate of fixed mechanical equipment in the 
test buildings declined by 54 percent following implementa­
tion of the PM program. The failure rate in the control 
buildings, however, decreased by 64 percent. It was, there­
fore, not possible to attribute the reduced failure rate in 
the test group to the effects of the PM program. 
Evaluation Objective 12 
The cost for maintenance materials in the Sheboygan 
Area School District was reduced by 20 percent, as 
based upon a comparison of maintenance costs prior to 
and following implementation of the Preventive 
maintenance program. 
Conclusion 
The cost for repair materials used in the test build­
~-I
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ings was reduced by 53 percent as compared to the pretest 
period. The cost for r~pair materials used in the control 
buildings increased by 31 percent. However, when the cost 
of materials used in the PM program was added to the cost of 
repair materials used in the test group, the total cost in­
creased by 9 percent. Nevertheless, since the implernenta­
tion costs were primarily for replacement belts which would 
last for several years, the results were consistent with the 
objective. 
Summary/Recommendations 
Procedural Recommendations 
The researcher recommended that a single person be 
placed in charge of the PM program. Such a step would as­
sure continui ty of the program and enhance accountabili ty 
and coordina tion. It would also allow the development of 
greater expertise in PM procedures on the part of the person 
selected. 
Policy Recommendations 
Although the quantitative figures regarding the effects 
of the PM program on the failure rate of fixed mechanical 
equipment did not clearly show the benefits of such a sys­
tern, the observations of the researcher and the other pro­
gram participants tended to support the premise that a PM 
-.: ..1:, 
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program was a necessary and valuable part of a well managed 
school maintenance operation. The fact that 30 percent of 
the equipment serviced during implementation of the program 
was found to have potentially serious problems was the 
strongest indication of this. The researcher, therefore, 
recommended that the PM program be extended to all of the 
buildings in the SASD and that it be incorporated with the 
routine responsibilities of the department of buildings and 
grounds. 
Future Research Recommendations 
The three month time period during which the research 
took place was much too short. The expected life of most of 
the equipment involved was twenty years or more, and the 
number of failures of such equipment which could be expected 
to occur under even the worst of conditions, during such a 
short time span, was understandably small. A research peri­
od of two years or more could be expected to provide a more 
reliable indication of the actual effects of a PM program. 
In addition to a longer research period, a statistical 
investigation into a correlation between PM procedures and 
the failure rate of fixed mechanical equipment was recom­
mended. The researcher was interested only in the gross ef­
fects of a PM program in the SASD and thus did not seek to 
establish this' relationship. Such an investigation, how­
ever, would provide a fruitful area for further study. 
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Notes 
11 C. William Emory, Business Research Methods, rev. 
ed. (Homewood, II.: Richard D. Irwin, 1980), p. 347. 
Glossary 
Air handling unit: A large, electrically powered fan 
designed to provide ventilation through a series of 
ducts. 
Downtime: The period of time during which equipment is shut 
off due to breakdown or for repair or maintenance. 
Failure: Breakdown of equipment. 
Finger design: A building style which featured a number of 
deadend wings attached to a central core. 
Fixed mechanical equipment: Any unit of equipment permanent­
ly mounted or attached to a building and the function 
of which was to perform mechanical work. 
Preventive maintenance: Maintenance work performed on a unit 
of equipment at regular intervalS and designed to 
prevent breakdown or failure of the equipment. 
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Appendix A 
Typical Failures 
SHEBOYGAN AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
":., REPAIR REQUEST ~-J 7-?S­
R......ted by ateel~(jkDATE'SSUED 
Approved _ ­TO: BUILDINGS & GROUNDS 
Work Assigned to: _, --:-- _Department of Business Services 
Completed by {Jfoo',I;IA".!:jD;L../.-Z"-"- On s;b.7;L~S-
Time Required to Complete Work 3I::;....LhL.Jct--:'~ _ 
Req. Inued --------- P.O. # ------­
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
WORK COPY 
TRANSFER OF MATERIALS (Describe repair above) No. M 03486 
From To ---­ _ 
Deliver on Return on _ 
Released by Picked up by Date _ 
Returned by Acc~pted by Date _ 
TEAR OFF BOTTOM OF WORK COpy AT PERFORATION a ATTACH TO MATERIAL BEING TRANSFERRED 

." SHEBOYGAN AREA - SCHOOL DISTRICT ~. .' ._ I 
~o.M 00613 • REPAIR REQUEST / / :."2() - .?<! 
Requested by ~.~E ISSUE.D • 
A_aved  TO: BUILDINGS & GROUNDS 
Department of Business Services	 Work Assigned to: ------....,~I-+--,I"~~---~-----
Completed by £)A-/\/ "Z.., /.2~/$;r:=On 77I I 
Time Required .to Complete Work _--,':<~:...........?=~~h.L.L.cS'~
........ _
 
Req. Issued -....;..------- P.O. # 0//2 7~-7 ~ .. 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
TRANSFER OF MATERIALS (Describe repair above) No. M- 00613 
From To _ 
Deliver on Return on _ 
Released by Picked up by Date _ 
Returned by Accepted by Date _ 
TEAR OFF BOTTOM OF WORK COPY AT PERFORATION & ATTACH TO MATERIAL BEING TRANSFERRED 
SHEBOYGAN AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT /// .,~-C-~ 
No.M 01057 REPAIR REQUEST /~/ ~U L 
R.......ted by
 U 2~!ATE 'SSuEe 
ApprovedTO:	 BUILDINGS & GROUNDS .~ 
Department of Business Services Work Assigned ':~ 
Completed by  On 1/" /"2 - i: ~tJ 
:3!£.- _ 
P.O. ;!:l~ 
Time Required to Complete Work 
Req. Issued ------
WORK COpy 
TRANSFER OF MATERIALS (Describe repair above) No. M- 01057 
From To _ 
Deliver on Return on _ 
Released by Picked up by Date _ 
Returned by Accepted by Date _ 
TEAR OFF BOTTOM OF WORK COpy AT PERFORATION a ATTACH TO MATERIAL BEING TRANSFERREO 
SHEBOYGAN (AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
y.r­ No.M 00536 
REPAIR, REQUEST n . ~ )~¥~~~ 
Requested bY"'~~~4I-~,.e;o4tf[&,~-=·~~UL~~~".~~¥L!~a.IA~~~~ _ 
ApprovedTO: BUILDINGS & GROUNDS 
Department of Business Services Work Assigned to: -----------.,-----,r---­
Completed bV .L2AA lZ. ~..eN fon /~ 
Time Required to Complete Work I~ 6cs·--;;z::.. 1&.5, 
Req. Issued ----- P.O: * _ 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
p/(:QSe ref'Ct ,.'/' A-". 
..... 
, :/~ /Yl c<k./~ .. '/10, 6f: · 
TRANSFER OF MATERIALS (Describe repair above)
 
From To,
 
No. M 00536 
_ 
Deliver on· Return on ----------------­
Released by Picked up by Date _ 
Returned by Accepted by Date _ 
TEAR OFF BOTTOM OF WORK COpy AT PERFORATION 8t ATTACH TO MATERIAL BEING TRANSFERRED 
t.i.... i 
- SHEBOYGAN AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT :,/ ~.R-11782 REPAIR REQUEST " 1/ ~~~~ 
Requested by ~La~Z 
.~ Approved ------~ TO:	 MAINTENANCE DEPT~"" 
Depa.rtment of Business Services Work Assigned to: ,---:-~--=-~-----r-~'-----
Completed by ~Z""' I2ANDon ?hoZo-y
..",.,,/ Z '1 J 
TIme Required to Complete Work 0 hewS "?- ,R~ I,r.s 
Req. 'ssued -------- P.o. # ------­
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
~RefJc"'r COJrJfJ,es SOI-.J mQ/ces 
PROJECTION BULB AND NEEDLE REQUEST: 
Bulb c.signatlon Ou8ntlty 
Quantity 
Needl. Designation Quentity 
WORK~~ 
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Appendix B 
Agenda and PM Program Outline 
Department of Business Services 
Buildings and Grounds 
SHEBOYGAN AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081 
Maintenance Department Staff Meeting 
Wednesday, November 20, 1985 
7:00 a.m. 
1. Preventive Maintenance Program Implementation 
2. Staff Development 
3. Miscellaneous 
November 20, 1985 
Preventive Maintenance Procedures 
I.	 PM Work Orders will be issued according to established service 
intervals and will be designated as such. 
II.	 Work to be performed will be itemized on the Work Order. Do not 
skip listed items. 
III. All time and material must be recorded on the Work Order. 
IV.	 Any problems which are found that require repair should be
 
reported on an Inspection report from. Report forms will be
 
issued with PM Work Orders.
 
V.	 PM Work Orders must be completed and returned as soon as the
 
work has been completed.
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Appendix C 
List of Equipment in PM Program 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING fPlJIH HtC,HDATE _0. _ 
By _ 
UNIT LOCATION 'DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
SO-AK "A' GYM C.E'L'~& t«JRTM 222'" AU~ MANPL,ft/&/ TAANE /TORP'\V£t{r 7:6 
SO-AH-A2 GYM 'Eu..\H6 'ENTER A'R HANOL'''''/iPMi JlORA\'JEt(r .222 ­ , oS 
SO-AH"A3 GYM 'E'L\N6 SOVTtf 317-1 A'R ~ANDUN6 /rRANE. I ~R' Vr:N'T :3 
SO-AW-ALi ABoVE POOL C.E.\\...\N(, ~'R l\A,.,OL,,v6/'RANe/ "toRR 'VENT 212 ­ I Z 
~o- ~t4-AS" ABoVE PooL <..E iI-'Nt. 221-1AIR HANDL'N" TAANE/·T~RIV£N1 3 
SO-AH-A' 
OF'f.C.£ 
!lBW' (E'L'N' GJ\RL$ L~~Ek '" 2\0-\~'1l \W'4DUN6/TRANE I TORR' vrlt'f , 
SO ·AH "'A7 Lcc..klll ABOVE c..i:\LIN6 80ys VAt '$T'( A\l 'rVtN(JJNf#/rAArvE/ TO~R\V£WT "O- 1 Y2 
(l)-AM -AS OP,l'i A80VE c.EILIN(, to~, LOc.l(~Et ~M. ~R HAN~LI"'JTAAWe/1f)"R'VENT'2\0-\ I 
~-AH-8' l\)tJN£L FAil ~. NoATH W IN(, AU~ MANOL.IN(,/TRf.N&.J T"e>RR\VENr 2.10-' 'alii 
SO-AW ... 82 iUtiNEL FAN ~. NO~T)I Vi\NCI 2- .,-F(."I~ HAflOL1tJ6/ TRAt/SJ'TORR\VE"NT ­ lAe. 2.. 
sa -AH-B~ l\INNEL fNi Rt.\ ~cJV1lt WtN6 AII~ 1i~f{DLI~6InAtle./1bAA\Vewr 217-1 :3 
SO-AM -8&f 1'VNN EL FAN RM. E'~ Wltl~ A\~ t\NlOLiN6 ITRANEJ TO~R\VEtJr 12.1.-1 S 
~O·AH-8S TV~NEL ~AN ~M. E'A~T WIN' AIR HAIlOL'N(, trAAN&./'O~~\VENr 2'2.-' 2. 
SO-A" -8~ iUNHe\. FAIl RP\. NDItrH Wi"" AI~ \olANOL.IN'/TRANE/1'O~R'VENT 3'7-' s­
SO-At4 -81 TVNNEL FAN RM. ;J'ST W.N'6 ~,' ~ANOU/{'/TAAN£I\o~IUV£Nr 215-/ 2­
~-A~-68 1\JNNEL FA~ ~~. sour.. ""N' L-a., A\A "ANDut/lI J TAAN£ I (LI MATt L~AN(,e R S­
SO -AW-c.., oSHOli' FIW AM. A60v' AV1'O .... METAL AU~ HAIIDLW'/T~ItNr..1 TORR,vENT 1'1-' Y2 
~o ... AMw£.1 ~HoPS FAN Rf\ ABovE: AUt"o ... fta'TA L A'R HANOLlN(,/TAANEJ ToRR\v'ENT 212· t 3fLt 
50-AH-U 
6Hop~ 
FA~ ~ft\ A8fNE. Voc,O + ELI""'. Au\ UoANDL.'N6/TAANE J 1b~lhv'eNT 2\1-1 Y2. 
~ -AH"~'" SHOPS r:AN RM. ~BWE wOOD -+E1.E(.T. Ai" HANOLINw IT~ANE I TOR",VENT \\ 0-\ Y3 
~o -A" -(.5 ~MOPFAW aft\. A80VE <JEri! AAL L-IOA\i MANOLlft'(, I Tf\ANE I(J.,"~re (.. ~tJ6E't 2­
~o-A""L' peM1OV~ oN looF we.sT ".,.. L-7.'AIR ,,"NOLlNlJ IT~I\NE Il.LIIt\I\Ti e-HANC,E'R S-­
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING SOUTH H'yHDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATiON DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
SO· AH -01 FAN RoM. NEXT iO Olf.I\W LOFT 
2-271\ 
A1R HANOUN6/TRAHE /l.L\fttATi. LWAN6£~ 7.S/3.3 
$o-AH- 02­ FAN AM. A~ov'&. MV~u. Rf'6 A\" tJAtJOL''''r. JTRAN~I LAI3'NET 2.-11- F~ V2. 
.sf)- At4-0~ FAN ~M. f\60~~ 1')\>$'<­ ~~~. 1\,1\ ~ANDLlN(,1 TRANe I £.Ata\NiT 2 -'2 .. 't] ~/&i 
~O" l.P - , TUNNEL FAN ~M •.sovnt WIN' (,OM'~Ii$$OA. / 8~VNNEA.1 30Pt, '3 
.sO-c,p -2 TUNNEL FAN Rm. ~lJr"whv6 CPI'\PREs$ott/ 8RuNNE.R I 30P6 3 
~o-l.P - 3 BOI LaE ~ RCQM (.oP1PRF~oA I C.HAMPIoN I R· 1!)-""7A S­
SO -<...p. lot 801L£A ~OOM WftiPR£SSOA IUlAMPION I ~ -IS ­ 77.! S 
50 -6~"1 luNNEL· N0R3t1 EN/) EAST woING (; £NaiRATO~ I \<CHLfA I 3S~88 ~ CJ2­
So -AX -At fOOL FILTe~ Room UEAT E)(c.."AN6E~ / 8-+GJ/ STV'~ /HI( 25"0 000 
SO-ux- 8' TOWtlEL ~AN !\M. EAf.T WING HEAT EAC.HAN6EA I B-+-uj 8TUI~/~~ ~.., ODD 
SO.. PV-AI POOL FILTeR AP\. f'\)MP -c.\~c-U. / eof (, I PDI -121 Y:L 
.sO-PU-A2. POOL FILTE A. RooM I N1\6" /PVM'-VAc.vv~ SINNI"'$, f10 ­ 57" 2. 
~o .. PV-A3 Pool. F'ILn:A RooM /. f{A~ri /Pvf1f ­ ~A(.WM JI!/tNINltS MO -S1'1 2­
~o - PU-A£I POoL r:, \.1 ek ~ooft1 I N/4SH /PUMP - 'OND. .:s'NNJNf,S !), - ~ t / 
~o· pLJ-I1S PoOL 1':, LT'£ R RoaM PVP\P - UJNtJ I ~~N("s J 5/ - ~ c. , 
~- PlJ-A' POOl. FIt.TEA R~o" PVPlP - (.,IRUI./VALLEY Pv"" I J L' IS­
~O-PV -A7 PoOL FILtEA QOoI'1 PUMP - ~VMP I AlMjTRoN6/3OS2'(O 2 
JO- W-Af> fOoL ~ILTER ROoM PUMP ­ SV"P / JlRM STRoH", / 30s! "10 2­
so-PU -A1 fOOL FI l.ltR ~oo" PVttlP - ~(J"'P / 
~o ~pu-~, lVNH£L FAN RI\. £A~T WIN" ~UM' - ,-,Ac-V./ 8'" 6 JPO !S-T Y:2.. 
~o· PO-B1 TVN~EL FAN RI\ eA-~T W'W6 I NIt~H /PVMP -VAwuM ~eNNlw,,~ MO-3J&I J 
~o-PV.. 8:!> TuNNEL FAN R.ft\. EASf \/111& PuMP ­ VAc.vVft\I'S~C~~N(,$1 f'\O-1~1.f I 
• ~ < i -\ • 
~ . 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING SOUTH HI"~DATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
~o -PV-&L/ TUNNEL FAN Rft\. EASTWaNCr PVMP-c"ONO. /:.~~~~(,~ / ~I - y~ '- Yz. 
so-pv-es TUNNEL FAN,,~. EA~T WINe. WMP - L.ONO./~;':'N~ / ~, - k, L Y:z. 
~-PU- f>' TVN,vEL FAN ~M. NORTH ""N' PU~' - VAc.vvl'l / 1:~'Nf/Jj1 MP - j ~ 2­ Y2. 
~o- PU-B7 TVNNEL FAN IH.... /lORn WIN~ puJf\P- VAc.vvM 1:i~~~'N~ I ttlD - 332 Y2.. 
SO - fU-P.>8 TVWAlEl f14W ~P\. ,voAl" ~IN' PVf\P ­ f.,oNO. / J~Z~N('~ / oS I -)1.1 L. Yt. 
~() - PU - eq T\JNtiEL Fi4N RM. NoRnl W"N' f\)~P - 'OIlDIJt:~~NM I ~, - Jt.i (.. Y, 
~.&PV" 610 TVIJN EL ~AIJ kM. 5oVT}l \.IIN(, II NA~1f IRlMP -VAwcJI'l ~r;.Nf(INr.~ 1'\0 - S7 L J 2 
~o-PO -611 "TUNNEL ~A1J ~ft\. ~oUT~ ¥w, INft~1J /pv~p- 'IAc...VIIM Jr;NN'N~ PlO -51.., 2­
~o -pv- 611 lUNNEL ~IfN ~P\. ~DVTfI WINfI t, NA5~ /PUMP -wilD. ~£NNW~ ~I - K, l..­ I 
~-f\J -80 TU~NEl FA" ~t\\. ~WTN w'NG /. NAsH J JPol'P - U>ND. r~£NNIN6~ ~,- YJ., f­ , 
~O-'V-61&/ P.>CI1.£" Aoo" ~p\p - 801L.ER FEEO /5(.1/14 V8/ ~ 7A - (, 3 
~O .. pV-Btr' 60'LE'l Rooltl P\)ft\p. {X"L.ER FEED ISC-HAV~/ ~7A - (p 3 
So - PU-61' BaILE" Aoo~ pvft'\P ­ eo'LE~ r:EED/ $(fiAvSj ~7A - (, "3 
so ­PV-~t' &JILER ~oo'" OUt11P - CboILER FEED / AIJRoAA / 6~ -oS" ~F Yz 
~o -PV" r>18 BOILER Root1 Pu",p· OOf'\. " ..e.. / 6~{' I fSS1- SOli Yw 
.so·N-l»', 8ou·£A Rool'1 PuMP ­ f>of\. L.II«../ ~ ... (, / P861. - BOil y, 
~ - pU-B20 Bo'ttA aool'\ tv"P - 5CJMP I ~E IN "ANN J6A v ~ I 
~o ·PU·B~I 6oIL£~ ROO", J'UPlP - WMP I ~EINfflAl'N / 6A V~ , 
~-fv-eu Tv1'1N € L FA/{ f\ P\. ~ovna hI.N(, p~~p .. .sUMP I 
~- Pu-B~ lVtJNeL ~A" ~n. ~ovlH wW6 fJl)MP .. 6V~f / 
~o .. Pv -~2&i lutJtI EL FAN ,,,. EA~T \V'lN6 PvMP- ~V('flP/ 
!>O-PV-G2J: TONNtL .. N~ EI/O EA~rWIJ I., PVf'\P ... ~lJ~P' 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING 5OVT14 Nlyt-\DATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
~O-fv -6t' lVtJflEL ~A1J RM. NoRT" ~.AI(, PL>MP - 5VMP / 
50-PV-617 TVNNEl- J=A1I ~,..,. e:A~r '(IN6 fVMf­ ~v{tJP/ 
~o- ru-&t8 TVWNEL FAN RM. NoRtH wIN\; PUfttP - ~tlftlP / 
SO --PV- 01 T\JNAI EL £Qv'P RM. l)NOE \TA6E I:. NitS" /PUMp .. VAc.WM Sf "","~ 1'\0 .. 33 'I I 
50-'0-01 EQvIP. ~1'1. VNDEA 6""6£ /. NA,II IPVMP- vAWV(fI .jEN"'N&~ (tiD - 334 I 
~.pv- D~ EQVIP. RPl. l)tJOER ~TA61! PV",p- ~oND./.j~t,h~ / ~, - ~ (. 3~ 
SO-PV-O "I EQu,P. ~M. VAlQf:R ~TAc,E PU(f\' - tOND./~~:~N~ / ~/ ... ~ l- 3/y 
.sO- PV .. O~- EQVIP. ~M. VN{Je~ 6"A6E PVfY\P­ ~UP)P / "AALov / 2.0E.,- 3,4 
PVttt, ­ ~f'lP / 
Y'z. 
~ -pv .. p, t:QlJl'. RM. vwO€a. ~T~(, f: 
~-PV" 07 EQv,f. ~M. VNtJD~ .5rA(,E tvfW\, - ~Vfi"/ 
~() ... RF -Af A6aVE POOL. (.E'u.vc. ~E.TvAN FNlI TRANt I t.ABIN&T 2 -lI-IFt- 7.S­
~o·flF.. l.' pEtlrilOUSS 011 i()()F ReTVRP RIll / T~AN£ / lA61Ner r-I'-I "3 
~D -~F ...D' FAN RPt. tV ~J(;' To OR(,A# LoFT f\ETIIAtJ FIrN /TP.ANE I (fNT/UFUfJAI.. 21 S­
':. : ~': .. 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING Vlt6Atl '~\lDDL!. ~UlOOl-DATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
vR -A'- -I Rr\~HALL £-E'UN(, N£/tT To I'\V't'" / ..US"L PH vY,4 A\l ~AtJDLIN(, Aft F / LcNTAAL .jTAT/DN 7.S­
uR-AH -2­ FAN A.~. VN06"f\ 6TA6E A\~ ~ANDLW(, I C.lA RAC,E I H V 7S-­
V~ -A.a-.3 FAN ~Pl. VtJDER Ct¥M IhR #A~OL'AJ(, / <-LARA" E / "V 7·S 
UR·A~·~ lVNNEL Ac...~ F~CJt'I (.AFf. I-'S­AIR MA~DUN6 /Tf.ANE/ (J..I~TE t..HAN6 £~ '.S­
U~·A~ -~- 1'vNN EL AU~~ f=~oPl (..A FE. (,<J) 803 Jtv'Oc... A'R HANDLIN. ITRANE/UlrvtTE C."ANt. £A. Y2 
VR -A~"''' lVWJJiL Ac.A~ "UP) CAFE. =/ L-3A'fl t\ANOUN6/TAAIIS u..(r\~tE C.HAN6 ER. J 
uR -AH • 7 T\)NN EL AtRo~ FRo,.., t.AFE. ~Jj c-a060340.3C.AR-o"0 AIR H/fNDLlIJ6/TAANE C,A~I"ar Y1. 
Uk -(.P-I BOlLE Il. ftOO,,\ LottlPREUOA/ ~ONfi~()N / As/So- Z. '.r 
vA- -c.P· 2 eO'Lf~ Aootwl (l)"'PRtSSOA I ~OH~N I A51S0 ­ ;z.. I.S 
Ul" FA·' FUlNAte ROOM ~VT" FlJANAc.E I TtlI;Qtw\1J F"LO 1''103 - LII 
8rulrla. 
lis-.. 000 
VI\'" FA-Z. FUANAc,E RoofW\ N(l4TH FU~tJA(.eJT"'ER~fJ FLOI 'J1~ -UI 
SlO/H! 
"j, nOb 
V~-pv-J f1olLe~ loo~ PV~ - OM. (J~(.. Ja.. (,/ 'B<tIO~ Y, 
VR -Pu· 2­ 6ou.. £~ ~ooP\ puP\p .. Oo~. ~\II.(,.I CJ' IC.A60 / Lf,30,,/ Yz­
lJt-.v­~ 80\L.£l ~oott\ 9Vt'lP ­ (J;)ND.... V.e.. /lJJ U. 1+6 0/ B&4' as' s-
u~ -PU-LI &J If../;~ Roo,., 
, 
"(JvfPt'-l..oND . .. VAt...! f-HIc.A60 I &ll,,5t' s­
\J~ -fv" S SOlLER ADOI') PUP\P- BOU.661 F6SD / WI' NPtA"I 1-1/2."'11/ z.. t.S­
V~- Pu- (, e.o'LEl b/W\ 
I 'v~p- ~/I.ER FEEIJ/ vewMII/ '.'z,. KIl/2­ l.S­
v~ ... Pv-] BOILeR Qoof\ 
I 
PVfW\P- ~UMP IARMg~ONC; / 0%.'10 -,3D 2.0 
uR ·Pu-S BalLEt RooM Pl>MP- SU~' IAftfrlSTAoNC, / !>7.LI 0 - ~o 2.0 
VR- Pu-q BOILER Qool'I PuMP -LOIID. /l.H'U460 / 4'88'7 Yz. 
lIR-~-IO (.AFE.T£ft'A $Toltlt6E PVMf ­ ~VMP I 
V'" -pu-n RIFLE RAN6E PUP\p - '-OIID. /WItTc.lI f¥4J/ / 'VC.t>8 t.0 Jt~ 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING V~8AN tv'HOOLE ~<.~OOLDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZ~HP 
\)~-fV- 11­ R\~Le RP-N6E PUfI\P -l...OtJO./WAT(JlMAt'I' \\IC.D810 Y3 
VR-pu-IJ 1\)tJNE\.. 6e.~ ~1f\. 1'2.0 POhf ­ 5v~pl 
U~-PU-'Lf FAN Rr'\. LJNOER ~TA('E PVrlP- (oNt). / L.HILAltO 11.1' 887 Yt. 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING MAD'soN ~,HQQL 
DATE _BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION IDESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
fflA -Ala-' ROOF" AU~.l.oN(JnIONI. /TAANS,! ~AVALlOO'F 
fi\A -Ac..-Z ROoF AI~C.ONO'Tlo~£,lrAA.NEI AAVAQ~Jt1A 
~ .. A"'-I ~M. fAN P.M. NEAT To BoIJ-e_ '1.'A\~ ~A"DLIW' /TMNE/ c..i.nRIFv6AL S­
/)lA -A~-Z. FAN ~fI\. NtJ.T iO e>O'L£~ ~P\. A,~ "'ANOLING /TAAN£/l.EflTRII=06AL 1.1 7.S' 
InA-Atf ""3 FAN Rft\. NExT To 80lLel Q~. At" .. /fNOLJN' 1TRNlE 1l.£NTI\' FcJ6AL 2., S­
~A -A" -l/ PENT)Jo~i NEw W'N(, P\& -z I AIR tfAIIOLINC,1 TAANE / (LlP\ATe C.tM~6ER '.s-
MA -A~"!J- PENT"av.sr NCV w.flr, ~'t -17 All IIANOLI"'/ TR411E/ C-UPaIn£ ,"~N6E.R 10 
I'\A-Atl -~ POOL EGUIP. RM. WSST AI". WANDLWG/TRANEI TOk~'VENT Too' I. S­
MA-AII-7 PooL EQUIP. RM. ~"~T T-3 AIR #J4NOL'N(, /TRANS/ToAfHVE.1IT y~ 
t'\A -(pool FAN If\. NEAl 10 ~'LEQ. AA. C.OI'\PR~~ I DEVII.B~/ JU~-.s-O¥4 3 
~A-6N-' BOllE~ ROO'\ (,ENElA1l>R ! KOHlEal 15~eB' 736)0 ,<w- IS 
"A -~x-I 8ou..ER ROOM "EAT £JCl.HA/'I6ERI 
t11A ... Rx-Z 8oILa:~ ~OoM HEAT ~LAAN6cR / R.... 6 / ~VIO &.I - LI tiS '.P.M. 
MA .. Pv-, 80'LEl Roo'" I NAS,", JPUMP- VAC--+l.ONO. ..IF.NN,flt.J. A88ol' I.~ 
MA -PU-Z SOlLER RooM ~/ NA$/J IPv"P- VA<".4 (oND. ~i;.NN'~"~ AleO/' I.S-
PtA -flU-3 P1)IL6'R ~ PUPaP - ~UMP /l.Hlt.Ar,o/ F-.3"1 '0 -Z­ 'J/LJ 
I1A - PO-II 8oIL€R ~lXJI'l 
I 
PU~P ­ ~U"f'/ ARM~TAoN6 / Z.O-SI.OO ¥4 
ftlA" Pu ..5 ~,L€t ~o(Jl'\ rlJ~p - (.IRw.1 Ohi.A{,() / I 
MA -PI}-' ~OlL£~ ~OOP\ PUMP -lJ ALu· / l. HI C-A 60I ,.S 
MA -PU-7 BoU.ER ROOfI\ .. PVPlP-l.1Rcu·/({OTH/ '~AII37qa6P s­
~A - Po- » 601LE'1I. RoO" PV"'P-l.l~('V. / I!J+-(' !18cuo"!> y, 
triA - PU-~ GOILEt ROOM PIII')P - DOfW\. (..\~. JB+ 6JP8,% - 3~-J .x~ 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING ~AO\.~oN ~'-U90LDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
1WlA -Pt/-'D BO.I.E'l Root'\ PVMP - C.IRt.IJ. / Dotll e~T't. / G,12 f\)F 1 
1'\11 -po-II aOILE~ ~OOf'W\ 
I 
PUMP ... PJo'l.el FEED! Av~oRAI :ratA -6F I 
f1lA-PU .. I2. 60'LS~ A~'" PV"P ­ eo'L&1 ~EE()J AvA o((AI l:~A • SF I 
At A... PV -1.3 POOL FILTEfI. Ro()l'l PvMP - Q,ft. l.JR../ B+6/ 118 '180 ~ 
rtlA - PV-ILf PooL RL. TeA. ioolt\ A/fW\P ­ Do,.... "QI 13 .".61 1188&.1'1 Y,%. 
ftJA -I'U -IS POOL FILTeR I~ PlJM~ - (.,R'u / DME$T''-I (,12 - PVF I 
PlA .. PI/-I' POOL AL.T~l Room PVMP - ~UrlP / 
MA- ­PU-/7 POOL FILTER QtnM N~f ­ .!JJMf'/ 
frJA .. PtJ-18 POVL 1=,LTeR Roo" fJunf- POOL (12(..1 ~TA - RI reI P«AA,fC,-/Zi 2.S­
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING WA~HlN(,70N Sc..KOOLDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
\vIA- AN - , FAN ktl\. f.A.sT j, NifTtONitL AlP. t'A~OUN' ~LDW!A. Wt>RK.5 
'0 
WA-A~-Z. r:A/I RfI\. \/£51 JA~£l rJlA/ I aAI~ HAfJOLlA/6 BL.o~e~ 70S 
WA -f...~-I FAN RM. WEST l.o"PRe~l / ~OHN.soAl / A- 3100" 2­ I 
WA ... PV-' BoILEIt ROOt"\ PV~' - t>or\. (JR./ r3"'61 f66 Yl32 -s-,s­ ~z. 
WA-PV-Z ~o'Le~ ~oon p\JP\p .. BO\l.EA. F££O/ Jlvf\o~" / ''1A - 8F I 
"v'A - pU-:!> BoiLeR I\OO~ PUMP - SUMP I (Ji I (.A 60 / ""!as' q2­ y,/ 
WA -PV-L/ PVfWlP RM. l N~~H /PUP\f - VItL .... WNO ~EII"'''6~ 20 "10/ 3 
wA-ft}-S KlTc.t4EN P()P\p ­ l-oND. / AVROA.A / .., 0 1'5 - F' 'I Y3 
\V~-PU-{, (,,~ WASHRoolW\ 8~EMEAIf Pv~p - 'oND.1 OOft\.~TIC.J 82. -(<, Y.3 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING No~ru fI'(,HDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
NO-Al. .. ' FAN lCbf\ - GlovNO FLOol It,~ C.OAlO,TION,N6 / TRANS/ ~Vw'''' ~-03A 
I(O-Ac,-2 C.ou~T y'A~O 411{ UJIIOITIONIIJf. I LARA'ER I "!::o~o, 
NO .. Al..-3 ~loR,4(,r Rn. (, RtVND A.oo~ 
I 
t\\~ f..DNOITIOIVIN& / TRAN £./~u. 53 c. J( 
No-AH-' GYM A ~ToRA(ie RM. 
" 2.2.2'" 
AlA f.lANDLE~ ITfJ..ANE /roRRIVI.NT 3 
lVo-411 -z 6tm A srORA6£ t{M. 2.10-' AIR MANOLf;Rj T~ArlE I ToA~IVEIVT I 
NO-AJ/·3 STQAACtf I\M. POOL. ~L"oN'( 
2.2.L-1 
A,R HANOl-EP}TRANE I TORR'VEt/T 3 
IVo-AH -tl 6'(" c. srO~A(DE IlPl. 
1.10-. 
AIR tfANDI-E"R /TPJwe / TORQ.1VENT I 
NO-Afl .. ?J 6\(M L STolA(,E ~ft\. 2.Cf .. I All UANDLER./TRAIJE / lbRR\VENT 3/4 
1\0 -AH-G STOM&E RIY\. ~ BALtDNy' '3.'A-I~ ~A"'DL&R ITMNe / l..LlMATE 'HAN'El 7.S­
NO-AH-7 ~ToRA6E ~t'I. POOL. 6AL.C..ONY 41~ t-lA-NOLiRlTAANEI rOill\rENr zzz.-1 3 
No -AtI .. g STORA'e ~"'. f'ooL BIIu..o,vy AJI~ IJANOLep./rRANE/~~lvetlr 22..2..-/ ~ 
,yO-All ... q 'sTbtA,a:: ~t\. ~T. I'" rtooR A\I~ ",ANPI-E.RITRAN£/TO~R't1EVr 317-1 3 
NO-AJJ ... /0 STO~Ac,E RM (U5T: 2M floo~ AIR HA,vOL£~/TRANE/T{)RRlveN'r 31]-1 3 
No-AU-II SbRA6 E tn CttQJAlO flOOR AI~ HANDLER/Tf..ANE. /~I03c..~ Z 
NO-A~·'2 FAN RM. (,~~NO r:La>~ All I-IA/iOL£Q. ITM~E / (.,,yr~'fV6AL. 1.\ IS 
/(0 -Afl-/j l'\J~fC. SToM'e. 'i'LlN, AlA HANDLER ITAANE f rOR~'VCNr1'2.-1 , 
No-A~ _ILl ~~Ic.. ~1t>RA6£ t£IL'A" AIR ~A"DLeR/TR.ANE.1 T~~ Iv£Ni 2C,-' Y:z... 
NO.AtI-IS A80vE AVO. '3'41~ ~ANDLER /TP'4NS / l.L'MAT! c..tlNi.eR. .s-
NO-A~-I' A~VE A\JO. f ~,AI~ JlA,vDtS, TfJ,.A1J€/LL,trlftTE, UlAN&E( s­
"'0 ~AH"/7 LI6RAR'f ~;okA6f Rf\· ,/ I~A'A HANo ... e~ ~ANE/ l.Uft\,4TE 1.IJAN6EA­ 3 
No -AII-I8 PUMP Rf'l· tvE~ W'f/' AI~ ~ANOLERIl.ARRIER / 3'lAl 10-2." 10 
NO -AtJ "'1 FAN RA. ~ (, ROUND FI.lX>A Alit HANDLER ITRANE../ SVW' - SO~ A ¥Lf 
~.I 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
 
INVENTORY 
BUILDINGDATE NORTH HI6H _ 
BY _ 
':- .. 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
WO-<..P-I eO'L~R ROOM LD"'RE~~/IN('ER~ou. -­ ~ANO 12-2~1E 3 3 
No-(.P.. Z eo IlEA. ~a:> P'\ U:JfttPRE~oRJIN~EQ.!Ja()" - ~4NO / 1-2.'iLE ~ 3 
NO-c.,-~ ~ILER f«;tJ~ l.P",,'''~ol./ DeV18~~ / VA6 S Q:JC, S­
NO-C.P-LJ 8o'LE~ Roo"" £pPI~ E5.SCJ~ I f-""- 1J J 20 - Ii'"2­ S 
~o- (;tI-1 SOlLER Roor'\ 6 ENIiQA-1OR / KtIt\U!f{ / SS RB8 kW-so 
NO .. ij,(-l PuMP RM. (,ROJtJO I=UO~ HEAT EJCO&ANt.ER J13+6/ ~ ­ 1-;5"-'1 
No-Hx~ Z GoILE"R Rool') ilEA T EJ(€.HJlN6£A./e r6/ SV ­ I' 7 - Z­
/lIo-}/X­ ~ 6oILe~. WJol'\ -HEA-T aLUANc.~t/B+'/ ~u- IG>S-2­
No -Pv-I Pat rlLTEfl RI'l. 
( 
f\)Mp-U>NP .... VM-/OOf1ESTIC./.5YLPI -2t>-lj .}'I/ 
fvo-fV- 2 POOl F'LTER RPl. ./. NA~JJ /1PUtr)f-lt':JNfJ .. VAl.. ~..Ui.vNIN~ M 0 - 334 3 
NO -PV-) Jtx>L F' LTfR I\M. ,J. /JAsti IPUMP - LO'D + Y,fc.. .~ £/WI N&~ fl\ 0 • 33Lf 3 
N~-Pv-'" Itol J=ILTE'R. ~M. PvMI' ... l.lP£U / AVRO~A / 79 -/3/1", IS" 
I\O-I'o-S PooL FILTS R. R~. PUMP -~CJMP/AIJRO~A/ 'SJO'lS­ 2­
ND-pIJ-G fboL ~IL~R RM PtlM' - ~II""P / t4~ Pl.sT~()II' / SI.JOO 3 
No"Pv-7 POOL FlI-reA fl~. PvfrJP - 0011. <'IR..I B+ (j I ,a, 1t)'!Jt 'I,
"'0- PV- i POOL 1:"IL'tEe ArYl PUMP - Do". l.1fJ../13+6/ "02.1 YlZ­
No·pu-Cof fooL FILllR. Rf'\. ~"'P-LON(J./ Y'3 
No-PV .. ,o PVt\1P I'trl. (,QOtf/D t:L.oo~ PVtr)P ... '- 1~c../ g+-G / I~(;,~' ~ Y'2­
tvo- flU -II POMP ttl"\. 6kovNO F1.Doe P\!PlP - CaRt. I e...-61 118~ 7R 3A, 
NO.. PU-I2. Pvr\P Rttl. (,RoviJD I=Loo~ PIIPlP- t.,rJNO.' wt'L/ 3071 I 
No-PV-I~ PUf'1P Rf'\ lJloutlO Fl..OoQ AJlY\p. <DNO I W£,L J 307 J I 
NO-PV- ILl PVAP ~n. 6~OVHO FIJX)Q PUMP - ~VMI' / 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING NORTH HH,"DATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
NO-PV-}f>­ ~UMP RM. 6tO\JNO FIA?~ PVM9 - ~I)"" p / 
f\l) -PU- 1(, 86'LER ROOI'1 Pufrl,- l.U~w. / AVR~A I G6V -3 
NO·~V"17 GOI LE"Q. P.ooM POMP • 'It.v. / AlJR()~,4 / {, (,V 3 
I\t?-pu- 18 BOILER RooM PVflP- l..tfU..V. / AtJROAA / c.C,U S 
NO· N-Iq ~oIL.A A(»I'J Pvr1f- LIQW. JAV~ORAI (,6 () S 
NO-PV-ZO eel L.E R r\OofWl PV~P-SVMP/ 
1'O ... PU-21 '301L£R ~OOI'\ '/ .J MS-~AI",- &>ILER FEED AU~OAA 7rsr 81= l 
NO-PV-Z2. BollEl ROOM o /~~-~PuMP ­ 8o'Le~ FeD Av~()AA 7555 6F 1 
NO-PV"2~ ~OIL£A PJ]o~ :1 NItSIl /PUN- GONO ~VAC ~INIVJN'.s MO -<3~£i Z 
NO-PV-1Lf 6o'ltR Aool"l /NA9J /PUI'lP-l..orJD ... VAl:.. ..If!NItI'N&5 ~D - ",!:!>4/ ~ 
No.. Pv-2S &oIL~Q. RooM ~- OOtvI.l.IR./ ~+6 / "021 1hz. 
No -pv.. 2., aOILE ~ Roo'" PtJfi'\p- 001"1. Llk../ ~c, / IMo.3Y XL 
NO-PV-2. 7 noILE'~ RcxJI1 .h P(,Ap - SlIMPI A\JROIlA / 183" ., 3/41 
No-PV-Zg &01 LE ~ ~(x)IYI PVAP - .sUMP / AuR.nRA / 'B~ 7 3/4 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING FARN.!>Wt>5TH f-lIOOLE §<J400L 
DATE _
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
S7fJ:!FA-A£.. -, ~Q1=- NEw WIN(j All l..ONDITJ()ItIER./I4AF / I(.JAA'IfH"~M 3.S 
FA-AC.-2. A,~ (.()NO./ (JUN HAM - IOtJ~,..1 R£.v .. ODR-St&' 1.s-R~ - New WINe. 
Af'lf.A'UJI/ UNlVc ~ ~..&,...FA -AK-I 6,'{fW\ LE'UN' - Bor~ AIR t4 ANOLEP.j BlO~lIl IIN'Y~vr 
/ A-MEf.liAAI/ (jA/.vEQs"l-FA -AN-2 (,V" l.E\LW' - (,IRL~ AIR HANOLE~ t\LDt"ER VIVu/£Alr
,t.-'J:A -AU·~ TUNNEL UNDER. oFFlLE. AI~ tlANDLfA.)TQANe/ LLIJIl\ATE UlANlIEi 
FA -,4 Y-~ ABovE ~TA-6E' A,~ "~NOI,.E."1 Ar\E~ lCAN OL~el / ft, 3 
l/~ ~J II,"')lVI.,..,.FA-Au-s I.~A~' 6ut-l. E A\R ~ANt)L.~ AAF l..£N7'QAL. ~T"TION 
FA-AII-, Aeo.'E gA6E 3A"~ ~ANDLEljAp\Ee'CAN ~l.OW'EQ /" 
_ / ./ t4tlL'HVJi YAFA -AJJ-7 ART Qoor-\ I~ A\R ttAAlOl-e( A4F L~wrDAL STA-TIO,v 
'-S"J :/1 HqLPS VItiA FA"A~-B AIR .,JA"oLe~ A~F 1_€AlTML. ~1'4rloAlA~T ~ooJW\ IlS '.S­
:f1J tlqLPMVE.'IAFA -AII-q WOODSHOP IU ~AI~ IJAlIol.€ 'MFI "-~"TttA L ~ TA-'tIOP 
:J tI t.()(j 0"/714FA -AJI-IO f\E1A LSijOP 121 IAIR U-ANOL£~ IMF l.£V1CAI.. ~TJl.TloR 
/ :/4 H~LPI'4\'EYAFA-4U. -II SOY's LO(.K~ ROOM AI' "ANtJ1.f~ AAF '~~NTt1AL ~AT'CII \ 
I H,L"ttVE'iA ,ROOM "SFA ..AtI-'2 A1f~ ~ANfl.£l / AAF L~t.Al 6TA'ltOAI 
A\~ ~AtJOLeR./AAF/ IC.lAA6AM\lE'~~703FA-A~-J3 ~OOF - NE~ WI!J(, trMU L'T, - ZoNE 
fA -l.P"'1 BOlle~ ROOM (Oft\PR.fssoR/ pow~~/ tot R2.P - 12. 2 
FA-LP-2 (OttfREssoR! Po "'IEPS/Hk'1D - 12­SolLER RooM 2­
fA-r,N-I KW-a\BOILER ROOM 6EHfAAlOQ../kO~lE~/ aoA.88 
./.NitSII /FA -AJ-l SOllER ~(t\ PVf'\P • C.ONO.-t- VAl- ..lEAW'.t'6-S 0- 2.0 S 
/.. ,yASIoI /fJ4-PV-Z 80.LEt\. RooM AJI'lP.- (J)No. + VAl.. u&lNIN~ D- 1..0 S 
80lLER Roop\FA -PlJ-J f>Ur"\P - BoiLER FEED/AU"ORA/ (fill -- 6F ~ 1.6 
801 L£R Rool'W\FA -P\)- Lf PUMP- BOILER FEEO /AvtoAA/ 14'1-81= JS 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING fA8NSV'offfi:\ "'\COLE. SC.Mooa..DATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
FA .. pu-s 80' L E'~ ~c.oM ~U~p- roM "R./ 0'" 6 / PAZ- 3351 >1'2 
FA-Pu-G, fOlLER Rlt>M PVMP ... 5VMP I 
fA -AJ- 7 OOILfp.. ~roM PlJrtl~ - svt-\P/ L"'(A6o/ 633"32­ 2­
FA -PU-8 &'ILER ROOM ~MP- SUMf/ 
FA '''It--13 RCOI=· NE~ WINe, r/. ~/ t<~"A'Atf v sn 57D~RET\1PJ1 FAN. itA P; rY\ULT. 7nAlf! 2­
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING "RANT SCHOOLDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
(,R ­ A(.-I ,SQVTM VEsT pefITt\OV~E A'il LDNOrr'DNER./TRANE/ ~uV·-10036 
~~ .. A~-' ~VTfI ""£5"­ PI)JTt\O~E ~/I L-SOA"~ .-lANOLINe. I TRMle. l..UMTE l.HAN'E~ 20 
6't-AI4-2 NORTH ~AsT PENttlcAJ5E L- 31 AIR "'ANOLW6/TRANE/l..LIr-.A~ ~AN~eR IS 
~-A~"3 NORT~wESr P~"O~t 
L-m A,~ "ANOL\N(, /TRANE/ f..LIPt1tre (W\MIE~ 2-0 
(,R -AII-li sOCJTtJ weST PENTIiousE AIR ~ANOLIN6/rRAN Ii/jtJw- Ito38 1­
('~-A~"S NoATt4 EA~T PENTtt-()(J~E V :j ,., -q. J4VFYAAI" HAND,-,N6 AAF {..ffITAAL .:>TA't)OAI ,.~ 
6l-AW-' 50 ILE~ RoofY\ I ~ / ,., - IS- ­ tl VI=' YAAIR tlANOLlN6 AJiF L~AL- ~noN' 1­
GR-tP· I gOIL~R ROOM (,ott\P"''i..SSOR/ t\ONE~£LL / w,t,oG Y2­
(,~- LP-2 Bou.. e~ I\oot'\ l.ot1PRE550R.! 1-10'\/£ Y'v'£LL Ivp 2' 06 Y2­
6R -(,N-l &1U..ER P«>1Yl C,E.NERAToR./ kOtiLER / 4,,~es 92­
GR-I'l)-\ 8oILE~ RlXJ~ fVf'1~ - "R<.\J. hOME ~T'('/ 2 
6l-pu-1 BoiLER ~oon PuPlP- l,~U)./(Dft1c!.>nc../ 2 
6R-PV-3 eo'LE:R Pa:>M PVP\f- L,RLV / Do~EJT'c.1 I·s 
6R-pu-lf GoILe~ ~(k)f\ Pl)A~ .. (.1 Re-v. / OOM F:$n,-/ ,.S­
(,R -PU-S BOII-E~ R(X)tr) pfJtt)P - Svtlf/ 
(,R - Pl)-' BoILE~ ROOM ~t'\P - ~Uf1P/ ~ 
6R-Pv-7 6O'l"~ k~ Prlr'lP - Oot'\. (.Ii.j 8+6/ '8' lo~ ~ 
{,R-pv-8 BOII..ER ROO" PVr"p· 00'" "a.!6+(,I"021 XL 
6R-RF-I SO\ITH EASt PENT\'\OV5E' 'J ,.t"\EA'WI!< TV~uLAItREWIl.N FAN ~T'\"'OA~O c..ENTA'1=lI'~L 10 
c,R .. Q~-2 NOR~EA~T PbVTHOtAs£ / "I'\Ci~' ~JV lTV6\)I-" RRErvaJ/ ~AN ~TANO~ RA t-eN11l\ FlJuAL. S 
(,~·~F- "3 NORTHWEST PEIvTHol6E R II I\Ml!RK.AN Ic 1V6ULAAEtvlW FAN 6TANDA-RO rcYITll RI(iAL­ 10 
(,~-RS:-­ ~ $U1l4\1\1~T pEtJr t\ov.s e. RE:r'VRN F/4t1jA"F /u.1'/;J.t~Hll"t10f{ I 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING LON6FELLOW' .sc....COLDATE _ 
BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
Lt>-AH -I BO'LEA ~OOr1 A~eA • 
L .. 2.1 
I4'R l4AtiDLW'/T~ANE/aIMATt CI-/AN6f.t( 3 
Lo -A" .. 2 /lOf;JH ~ToR.A(,e A-,. BA~E"'ENT A'R foIANOLIN(; ITA-AAlS.I F. ( . MUL TI~LJlO';: 10 
Lo -(.'-1 QO'LE~ ROo"" AtEA LO~PRE~ol J~O'dN5(J" I A -305t> -, Y, 
W-C,1I-1 ~ILEt l~· Sl'oI\ACt E ~ M. AL~O~ FRo" 
If 
c,eN E..ATOIl/KotiLEQ. J IS- Attl 111­ Kw -IS­
LD ..PtJ -I ~O\LE' ~~ fUrlf ·OoPl. uf./p".... 6 / P66"-(, J1z­
Lo .. PO "2­ ~ILl:~ lao" 
" I ,vA'" /Pvrraf -wHD ... VA' ~[NNIM.~ N - '12­ 1­
LO .. PV- 3 80ILE''' ROOM PUIW\P- SVf'\'/~c,,-1 SRL J 
LO ..fu-4 (V,~"'T WALL. 4(.lo.s~ ~D~ L4Ff. PvPlP - ~vp\f / 
I 
.. 
,"­
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Appendix D
 
Building Comparison
 
" .• 1. ~. ~ • 
Building Comparison 
Date Size No. No. 
School Constructed (sq. ft.) AHU Pumps Other 
South High* 1960/1969 249,640 25 44 10 
North High** 1961/1969 246,984 19 28 11 
Urban Middle* 1936/1976 156,856 7 14 4 
Farnsworth Middle** 1932/1975 103,3.54 13 8 6 
Madison* 1953/1972 57,250 7 18 6 
Grant** 1969 68,662 6 8 8 
Washington* 1912/1926 54,893 2 6 1 
Longfellow** 1890/1919 52,.500 2 4 2 
*Test building 
**Control building 
104 
Appendix E
 
Inventory Form
 
;. ' 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
INVENTORY 
BUILDING _ 
DATE ~--BY _ 
UNIT LOCATION DESCRIPTION / MAKE / MODEL SIZE/HP 
~. .. • • ~ t 
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Appendix F
 
Master Service Form
 
: ~. r 
, "t . ~:~ y­
1. ORIGINAL LOCATION 
3. lRANSfER TO 
_ 
_ 
2.1RANSFER TO 
4.1RANSFER TO 
preventatIVe maintenance file 
_ 
_ 
STEP YEARLY MONTHLY, QUARTERLY OR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREDNO. FREQ. 
MONTH SCHEDULED 
J F M A M J J A 5 0 N 0 
STEP 
NO. IWEEKLY FREQ. DAILY OR WEEKLY MAINTENANCE REQUIRED DAY SCHEDULED MITIWITIFISIS 
J r '· 
r 
~ 
c 
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Appendix G 
Work Order 
:. ~.,: 
, 
••,} 1. 1,i 
aD 
o 
l. "AMUNO IIlJ5tNfl.M FORMS 8Hf'.IIOVOAN. " ............!UDII
 
! 
SHEBOYGAN AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No.M 08026 REPAIR REQUEST 
DATE ISSUED 
Requested by _ 
ApprovedTO: BUILDINGS & GROUNDS 
Worte Assigned to: ------------­Department of Business Services 
Completed by 
--------- On
 
Time Requtred to Complete Work _
 
Req. luued P.O. # -------­SCHOOL 
LOCATION OF WORK 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
WORK COpy 
TRANSFER OF MATERIALS (DescrIbe repair above) No. M 08026 
From To _ 
Deliver on Relurn 0" _ 
Released by Picked up by Date _ 
Returned by Accepted by Date _ 
TEAR OFF BOTTOM OF WORK Copy AT PERFORATION a ATTACH TO MATERIAL BEING TRANSFERRED 
~- . 
i 
